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foreword
BaCK To THe fuTure: euroPe’s resPonsiBiLiTy To 

CreaTe Life-saving soLuTions for syrian refugees

The syria conflict has triggered the largest humanitarian 

crisis of our generation. over 8 million people are displaced 

inside syria, and another 4 million syrians have fled their 

country to find refuge in neighboring countries. They hope 

for the day when they might be able to return to syria to 

rebuild their lives, homes and country. 

unfortunately, that day is nowhere in sight.  as men, women 

and children risk increasingly dangerous journeys to reach 

for a safe and dignified future, we need to come together on 

both immediate and long-term solutions.

most syrian refugees, half of whom are children, currently live 

in Jordan, Lebanon, iraq, Turkey and egypt. These countries 

have received their syrian neighbors with great generosity 

and humanity. However, their capacity to provide them with 

basic protection and services is reaching a breaking point.  

europe and the wider international community have 

responded with only a modest level of support and humanity, 

nowhere near levels comparable to the countries closer to 

syria. Certainly more funding is needed. Less than 20% of 

the €4.09 billion in aid requested this year by the united 

nations to ease the refugee crisis has been received. 

But funding alone is not the answer, especially as conditions 

worsen and hopes fade, in the absence of reasonable 

options for organized departure, resettlement and other 

admission, an increasing number of refugees are turning 

to smugglers, traffickers, and high-risk crossings on boat 

or by land, desperately searching for protection elsewhere. 

Thousands die trying, amidst suffering beyond measure. 

iCmC welcomes the recent emphasis of the european 

agenda on migration on the need for a comprehensive 

response, beginning with restoring search-and-rescue 

efforts in the mediterranean to levels that now allow 

for most migrants and refugees to br saved. iCmC also 

welcomes - but would push considerably further - the 

agenda’s call for all european countries to participate 

more equitably in resettling refugees, and to increase 

other admission channels for refugees.

indeed, the number of resettlement and other admission 

places must be increased urgently, not just in europe but 

globally. since 2013, the united nations High Commissioner 

for refugees (unHCr) has asked governments to open 

more resettlement and other admissions for syrian refugees, 

adding up to 130,000 places between mid-2014 and the 

end of 2016. it was envisaged that about half would arrive 

through unHCr resettlement submissions for vulnerable 

and pressing protection cases, and the other half through 

humanitarian admission programmes, humanitarian 

and student visas, family reunification programmes and 

community-based sponsorships. 

in this report, iCmC europe analyses the how countries 

have (or have not) responded to this call. The report shows 

that by may of this year, governments around the world had 

pledged around 80% of the 130,000 places, and it is likely 

that the full number will be reached by the end of 2015.

What target, then, should be set in the next period? 

unHCr recently said that the real need was to organize 

resettlement and other admissions to countries outside the 

region for the one in 10 syrian refugees who lack durable 

solutions within the region.  

10%. Today 4 million syrian refugees are registered in iraq, 

Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey and other countries in the region. 

at current levels, therefore, 10% is 400,000. 

moved by solidarity with the refugees and with the 

countries that host them - and also being an operational 
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partner in the welcome, protection and integration of 

refugees in countries both within and outside the region 

- iCmC proposes this 10% target for the immediate next 

period, 2016-2020.

at current levels, that would mean an average of 80,000 

additional syrian refugees a year resettled or otherwise 

admitted to europe, the united states, Canada, australia, 

Latin america and other countries beyond those neighboring 

syria. it is important that this should not in any way affect 

the number of persons granted protection in asylum 

processes, nor the number of non-syrian refugees being 

resettled or admitted. 

The proposed target is a substantial increase over current 

resettlement and admissions of syrian refugees, but it is 

well within the realm of our experience. in fact, putting 

together comprehensive responses like these is very much 

“back to the future” - back to the positive commitment 

made a generation ago, when europe and the rest of 

the world stepped up to the humanitarian emergency of 

that day: the vietnamese boat people in the 1970s and 

1980s. at that time, in many ways so similar to today, 

after neighboring countries in southeast asia agreed to 

temporarily admit the boat people, other countries did 

their part by accepting a percentage for resettlement 

through safe, organized processes - ultimately, about 

800,000. This was a truly global operation: more than 

half of the refugees were accepted by the united states, 

and the other half mostly by australia, Canada, france, 

germany and the united Kingdom. These refugees then 

revived their lives - and often the communities they joined. 

They worked and built businesses, paid taxes, and became 

part of the social, cultural, and political vibrancy of their 

new countries. 

a growing number of countries and communities across 

europe have already been welcoming syrian refugees with 

protection and opportunities to rebuild their lives. often this 

happens in local partnerships with civil society organizations, 

which provide services ranging from initial housing, 

education, language training and other integration services, 

as well as employment assistance. offering refugees a good 

start will ensure that syrians, like the vietnamese before 

them, will contribute abundantly to our societies. 

Today, as then, these responses are practical and positive, 

in the immediate and long-term, for governments and 

societies - together with the refugees themselves. We 

further believe that more of these solutions are possible 

than what we’ve seen so far. i commend this report to 

you to inspire ideas and greater collaboration among 

governments, international organizations, civil society and 

citizens. 

Peter sutherland

President iCmC

June 8th 2015
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eXeCuTive summary  
anD ConCLusions
i. syrian DisPLaCemenT

inside syria today, 7.6 million people are displaced and 

another 4 million syrians have fled to neighbouring countries 

in the region – in particular to Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, egypt 

and iraq. With no prospects of a political solution in sight, 

capacity to take in more refugees is reaching a breaking 

point. Border entry barriers are now being introduced in 

all the neighbouring countries, limiting the possibilities for 

syrians to seek protection in the region. 

Less than 25% of the regional refugee response plan is 

currently funded. refugees are not receiving the support 

and services they need and the neighbouring countries 

increasingly feel that they are being left alone to deal with 

the crisis, including grave risks to their own stability.

Lacking livelihood possibilities and future perspectives, 

close to 67,000 syrians crossed the mediterranean sea in 

smuggler boats in 2014, with a number of them perishing 

in the effort. Tragically, this number continues to increase 

in 2015. 

Between 2011-2014, just over 200,000 syrians sought 

asylum in the european union, representing just 5% 

of the 4 million syrians currently living in the countries 

neighbouring syria. While the combination of geography 

and eu asylum procedures - notably the Dublin regulation 

- have left most responsibility for dealing with these arrivals 

to the mediterranean frontline countries, the new european 

agenda on migration calls for increased solidarity both within 

the european union and with refugee-hosting countries in 

the middle east.

global recommendations 

1. The increasingly desperate situation of refugees in the 

countries neighbouring syria calls for urgent measures 

on behalf of the international community to achieve 

comprehensive solutions in cooperation with both 

refugee-hosting countries and resettlement countries.

2. The neighbouring countries and syrian refugees need 

to be provided with sufficient financial support from 

the international community to provide humanitarian 

assistance to an increasingly vulnerable and impoverished 

refugee population. 

3. The international community - i.e., fully across europe, 

and also globally, not just europe - must substantially 

increase admission programmes to receive a 

meaningful proportion of those refugees that are currently 

hosted in countries neighbouring syria.

4. for the majority of syrians who will remain in the 

neighbouring countries, additional measures are 

required to ensure more livelihood and education 

opportunities. migration and development cooperation 

should be strengthened to promote cooperation between 

universities, cities and diaspora communities in the 

neighbouring countries and europe.

ii. unHCr’s CaLLs for 
gLoBaL reseTTLemenT anD 
oTHer aDmission PLaCes 

unHCr has urged the international community to show 

solidarity with countries hosting syrian refugees in the region 

by offering greater refugee resettlement opportunities, 

humanitarian admission places, family reunification or other 

forms of admission for syrian refugees. 

unHCr’ s specific call for states to offer 130,000 places 

for syrian refugees by the end of 2016 - which was widely 

supported by ngos - is at present just 20,000 places short 

of being fully pledged, one year early, by nearly 30 states. 
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europe has led the way in that response, with over 60% of 

the places pledged either for resettlement or for other types 

of admission coming from 21 european states. 

outside of europe, the biggest contribution has been made 

by Brazil, in a humanitarian visa programme that has so far 

issued over 7,000 visas. security concerns have impeded 

the largest resettlement countries, particularly the united 

states, from responding significantly to unHCr’s call for 

resettlement places. 

unHCr estimates that approximately 10% (400,000) of the 

syrian refugees currently in Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, iraq 

and egypt, is currently in need of resettlement and other 

types of admission. 

global recommendations

1. give a final push for pledges this year to meet the first 

milestone of 130,000 places, without waiting until 2016 

as originally projected by unHCr. 

2. To relieve pressure on the countries neighbouring syria 

and mitigate the protection crisis, the global community 

should make a further 400,000 places available  - 

i.e., for 10% of syrian refugees currently in those 

neighbouring countries - in multi-annual commitments 

between 2016-2020, prioritizing syrians with the most 

urgent needs. 

3. unHCr and the international community should embrace 

both proven and innovative ways to provide protection 

to syrian refugees while continuing international 

protection of other persons of other refugees and persons 

of concern:

o experience - and confidence - should be drawn from 

the 1989 Comprehensive Plan of action (CPa), 

which saved and opened resettlement opportunities for 

vietnamese or Laotian boat people against the threat 

of countries of first asylum in southeast asia engaging 

in push-back of asylum seekers.

o states must achieve consensus on and put in place 

less time-consuming and more expedited 

procedures to process refugees for resettlement. 

Combining refugee status determination (rsD) and 

resettlement interviews has been introduced to facilitate 

the expedited processing of syrians. enhanced 

registration procedures could, in some circumstances, 

replace unHCr’s resettlement interviews where 

enhanced procedures gather essential information to 

inform a resettlement assessment.

o complementary new legal channels and 

mechanisms, including within protection-sensitive 

labour migration schemes, are needed to widen 

refugee admissions and protection.

o new partnerships are needed among actors at 

all levels to ensure that these greater numbers of 

refugees can effectively be submitted for resettlement 

and other admissions.

iii. euroPean resPonses in 
ProviDing reseTTLemenT 
anD oTHer TyPes of 
aDmission

europe has pledged approximately 55,000 places for syrian 

refugees and for refugees that remain inside syria thus far, 

of which around two-thirds (over 38,000) have been made 

available under ad-hoc humanitarian and other legal admission 

channels and one-third under resettlement. However, 

germany alone provided 35,000 of those places, more than 

60% of the total pledges in europe. after germany, the largest 

contributions have been made by two non-eu countries, 

namely, norway (8,500 places) and switzerland (8,200).

By may 2015, some 25,000 syrians had actually arrived to 

europe under these programmes, including over 17,000 to 

germany.

1. reseTTLemenT in euroPe

eighteen european countries have offered resettlement 

places for refugees from syria, which accounts for around 

one-quarter of all places offered. 
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The recently launched european migration on agenda 

proposes an eu-wide resettlement scheme, which may 

expand current resettlement programmes in the context of 

a single european pledge for 20,000 resettlement places 

from 2015-2016, which would be allocated among member 

states based on a distribution key. The proposed distribution 

- but not the aim to increase resettlement - has met with 

enormous debate and some resistance across the region.

at the same time, as refugee numbers have increased, 

reception and integration programmes have been strained, 

particularly in the bigger cities. in certain european countries, 

concerns about current levels of capacity to house refugees 

have been holding back commitments to further resettlement. 

recommendations for europe

1. at a minimum, the 20,000 target in the european agenda 

for migration should be met with new resettlement 

places and not filled within existing quotas.

2. given a limited number of places available relative to 

high needs, maintain the priority on vulnerability and 

protection urgency in resettlement and admission 

selection processes. resettlement programmes should 

benefit the most vulnerable based on an assessment 

of their humanitarian needs according to unHCr’s 

resettlement submission categories.

3. Build upon recent experience to make european 

resettlement procedures simpler, faster and more 

cost-effective. 

4. european resettlement can only be advanced by more 

structured cooperation between states, unHCr, iom, 

easo and ngos. multi-actor platforms like the european 

resettlement network (ern) promote such exchanges. 

5. new countries must also be involved to capitalise on the 

momentum of the proposals included in the european agenda 

on migration, which should involve all eu member states.

6. amif lump sum financing should be evaluated to be 

better linked to the provision of new resettlement places 

and aim at rewarding larger quota commitments.

2. oTHer TyPes of aDmission in 
euroPe

a. HumaniTarian aDmission Programmes 

With respect to syrian refugees, humanitarian admission was 

offered first by germany, and later also by austria, france, 

ireland and the united Kingdom. “Humanitarian admission” 

can actually be considered an umbrella term for several 

different sub-programmes, including family reunification 

programmes, using different referral mechansims and aiming 

at time-efficient refugee processing to provide temporary 

protection to syrian refugees. 

responding to pleas from civil society, churches and syrian 

family members in europe, the german Humanitarian 

admission Programmes (HaP) have provided access to 

protection for 20,000 syrians, the majority of whom have 

arrived in germany. 

 

Both the german and austrian programmes have admitted 

the a large part of cases through referrals from family 

members, churches and civil society partners, with the other 

part processed by unHCr on the basis of resettlement 

protection and vulnerability criteria. 

The capacity of german embassies has, at times, been 

stretched in processing such large numbers of applications 

and entry visas, with a lack of dedicated structures and 

expertise to support applications. 

austria, france, germany and the uK have used expedited 

HaP procedures for some 9,000 unHCr referred 

vulnerable cases, resulting in an important increase in 

unHCr processing capacities and in ensuring accelerated 

departures. 

Legal status offered under humanitarian admission 

programmes in europe varies from two-year temporary 

residency status (germany and ireland), to 5-year 

temporary residency (uK), subsidiary protection (france), 

and full refugee status (austria and france). given the 

nature and scope of the conflict in syria, it is highly likely 

that those syrian refugees with temporary residence will 

have their stay extended or made more permanent.
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Providing a durable solution, the french and austrian 

programmes can be classified as resettlement, although 

both programmes use the expedited HaP procedure. 

recommendations for europe

1. review practices in expedited processing developed 

under HaP for further use by new countries interested in 

engaging in such programmes.

2. further extend the use of new partnerships for the 

identification and referral of vulnerable cases for HaP, 

to ensure prioritization according to protection needs and 

urgency within application procedures, instead of dealing 

with applications on a first-come, first-served basis.

3. strengthen support and training for embassies to 

carry out such additional tasks, including meeting and 

prioritising the special needs of vulnerable refugees. 

4. since syrian refugees will not be able to return to syria 

in the near future,  refugees that have been granted 

temporary stay should be informed in in due course on 

procedures on how to renew their stay. To avoid unequal 

treatment, these syrians should be provided with the 

same rights of those that have received refugee status.

5. The amif should also provide financial support for 

developing admission programmes, including 

sponsorship and extended family reunification 

programmes, that offer a substantial number of places.

B. eXTenDeD famiLy reunifiCaTion Programmes

since 2013, extended family reunification schemes have 

provided legal access to almost 31,000 syrian refugees, 

with family members in europe to come to europe. These 

programmes offer the possibility to reunite with non-

nuclear family members and have been implemented in the 

framework of the HaPs (austria, germany and ireland), the 

german regional family member admission Programme, 

and the swiss family admission and humanitarian visa 

programmes. 

 

access to the german and irish programmes has, at times, 

been limited by a lack of awareness about them amongst 

potential sponsoring family members, complexity and non-

transparency of programme application processes and 

financial and administrative requirements. 

in germany, a significant proportion of those granted 

residence permits under the regional family reunification 

programmes have claimed asylum to access the same rights 

and benefits as refugees that arrive under the regular asylum 

procedure.

recommendations for europe

1. share experience in extended family reunification 

schemes to identify constraints and best practices that 

can be used by other european countries. 

2. explore state provision of financial support in 

extended family member programmes to ensure access 

to basic services, at a minimum. This and other measures 

designed to reduce the financial burdens on receiving 

family members could ensure equitability of access for 

the range of families - not just those with affluent family 

members - and limit the need for incoming family members 

to seek support by, for example, claiming asylum. 

3. account in future programme design for factors inhibiting 

access to extended family reunification programmes 

for eligible families, and consider incorporating the ad-hoc 

initiatives developed by civil society actors in this area. 

4. include diaspora organisations, churches and ngos 

as operational partners in all these programmes, 

leveraging their wide community presence and 

networks to raise both awareness and support for these 

programmes and implement important requirements, 

such as completing applications, other procedures and 

essential reporting.

C. CommuniTy-BaseD sPonsorsHiPs 

The deepening conflict in syria has been mobilised 

considerable - and growing - support in europe from 
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churches, ngos, universities, diaspora organisations and 

other actors, who have stepped in to welcome and offer 

services to refugees arriving in their communities. a wide 

range of actors are providing in-kind and financial support, 

such as housing and underwriting the financial commitments 

necessary for family members to be accepted into an 

extended family reunification scheme. 

recommendations for europe

1. explore initiatives developed for syrian refugees for 

opportunities to introduce structured sponsorship 

programmes, which can be developed in parallel to 

national resettlement quotas or support other admission 

programmes, such as extended family reunification 

programmes. 

2. in future sponsorship programmes, provide clear division 

of responsibilities and allocation of resources 

between government actors, family members and civil 

society organisations. The Canadian and australian 

sponsorship programme could inspire future modelling in 

europe.

D. HumaniTarian visas

 

To provide for safe and legal entry, humanitarian visas have 

been issued at diplomatic representations to enable persons 

arriving in the issuing country to access expedited asylum 

procedures on arrival. 

france has issued around 1,400 humanitarian visas (‘visas 

au titre de l’asile’) to syrians during 2013-2015, all of whom 

have applied for asylum in france upon arrival. several other 

countries have issued visas to syrians on humanitarian 

grounds, mobilising existing legislation and available visa 

instruments, e.g., in germany (residence act), switzerland 

(emergency visas) and Portugal (Temporary stay visa).

 

recommendations for europe

1. Promote the use of humanitarian visas and other visas 

issued on humanitarian grounds to provide syrians much 

needed protection and access to europe.

D. sTuDenT visa Programmes

stepping up in the context of the syrian refugee crisis, 

a number of national and regional governments, ngos, 

universities, and university organisations have shown great 

interest in offering student visas, acting even as donors 

through a waiver of admission fees as well as in selection 

processes. 

at the same time, accessibility of student admission 

programmes has, on occasion, been compromised by 

excessive admission criteria, such as providing proof of 

previous education that was only available in syria. further, 

a number of study programmes provide time-limited visas, 

with no option to extend, convert or renew, nor provide ways 

to support longer-term stay after the expiration of the study 

programme.

recommendations for europe

1. extend admission programmes aimed at supporting 

students from the region, keeping in mind the specific 

vulnerabilities of potential candidates and factors inhibiting 

accessibility to the programmes.

2. ensure funding for refugee students to be able to 

access the places made available by european universities.

3. With no end to the conflict in sight at the moment, offer 

students realistic long-term perspectives. visas 

issued in that context should provide the option to stay 

after finalisation of the study programme.

3. reCePTion anD inTegraTion

reception and integration support for syrians arriving via 

resettlement and other admission routes varies widely, both 

across different programmes in the same national context 

and between receiving countries.

 

given the increasing number of syrian refugees present in 

europe, it is crucial that there is adequate reception and 

integration support in place that responds to their specific 

needs and facilitates their settlement and integration. 
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 recommendations for europe

 

1. Plan and coordinate reception and integration 

programmes better among national and local 

stakeholders, including civil society, to maximize the use 

of available financial and human resources. early labour 

market integration has been indicated by many syrian 

refugees as a first priority. 

2. Develop targeted reception and integration support 

that responds to specific needs and profiles for syrian 

refugees that have been admitted with temporary status 

under HaP, enabling refugees to live more independently 

but also develop skills and capacities that could potentially 

contribute to reconstruction efforts in syria if they choose 

to return.

3. as more new countries with less well developed 

integration frameworks respond to unHCr’s call, 

provide support to strengthen and develop integration 

programmes and services that respond to the specific 

needs and profiles of syrian refugees. it is important 

to share best practices among stakeholders receiving 

syrians, to further improve reception and integration 

services.

4. engage the syrian diaspora in facilitating reception and 

integration, in particular:

o previously resettled refugees, including refugee led 

community associations.

o family members hosting syrian relatives arriving via 

extended family reunification schemes.



1. refugees from syria – 
displacement, protection challenges 
and humanitarian needs
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1.1. from PeaCefuL ProTesT To ProTraCTeD ConfLiCT

since march 2011, the syrian crisis has evolved from 

initially peaceful protests for freedom and democracy that 

were brutally repressed by the syrian regime towards 

a civil war, resulting in a prolonged and ever worsening 

humanitarian emergency, which today has transformed into a 

multidimensional and protracted political, security, and social 

crisis.

Having now entered its 5th year, the syrian conflict is having 

a devastating and lasting impact on syria and across the 

region. The number of conflict-related deaths has surpassed 

211,000 persons1 and more than one million people have 

been war-wounded.

inside syria today, 12.2 million people remain in need 

of humanitarian assistance – a twelve fold increase since 

2011– including over 8 million people displaced, of which 

around half are children. Palestinian refugees in syria are 

also affected, with 64% of registered Palestine refugees 

displaced, 280,000 internally and a further 80,000 abroad. 

since violence escalated in iraq, the influx of iraqi refugees 

has increased in northeastern syria and is expected to 

continue to rise in 2015.

By may 2015, almost 4 million syrians had fled to 

neighbouring countries in the region – mainly to Turkey, 

Lebanon, Jordan, egypt and iraq, in order of size of refugee 

population. it is expected that this number will reach 4.3 

million syrian refugees by the end of 2015.2

The social and economic capacity of neighbouring countries 

to deal with the ever-growing influx of refugees is stretched 

to the limits. With the increase in the numbers of refugees, 

the great hospitality shown to syrians over the last 4 years 

is being put to the test. Tension and discrimination between 

host communities and refugees is becoming more and more 

prevalent.

1 according to The syrian network for Human rights 211,000 have 
been killed in syria since 2011. source: report: Civilian death toll 
in syria around 211.000 (Worldbulletin, 13 march 2015).

2 3rP regional refugee & resilience Plan 2015-2016 in response 
to the syria Crisis.

The situation has worsened due to the advance of 

the  islamic state of iraq and syria (isis) causing 

additional inflows of refugees to, and internally displaced 

persons within, iraq, syria, and Turkey. The challenging 

nature of the conflict is increasingly targeting, persecuting 

and killing Christians and Christian minorities (yazidis, 

yazidis, shabals and Turkman) which has resulted in their 

massive displacement.

at the same time as the conflict has created additional 

security threats, border entry barriers have now been 

introduced in all syria’s neighbouring countries, limiting 

access of syrians seeking protection.

in order to continue to cope with the refugee crisis, it is clear 

that the countries neighbouring syria will need significant 

additional support from the international community. such 

support should not only be financial but also offer concrete 

measures of solidarity and burden sharing, such as offering 

a significant number of resettlement places.
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1.2. ProTeCTion CHaLLenges in THe region

although the situation varies among host countries, certain 

general observations can be made with respect to the 

situation of syrian refugees in neighbouring countries:

•	 The protracted nature of the syrian conflict has resulted 

in a vast majority of refugees facing destitution and living 

below the poverty level.

•	 The large majority of syrian refugees live outside official 

camps, in cities, towns or informal camp settings in rural 

areas. The conditions of these refugees is particularly 

dire. many have become homeless and lack access to 

education and health services.

•	 30% of syrian refugees require specific medical 

attention: one in five refugees is affected by physical, 

sensory or intellectual impairment; one in seven is 

affected by chronic disease; and one in 20 suffers from 

injury, with nearly 80% of these injuries resulting directly 

from the conflict.3

•	 The national health systems and services, which 

provide significant health care to syrian refugees, are 

under great pressure. There is an increased risk of 

communicable diseases because of limited access to 

basic health services, insufficient personnel, lack of 

medical supplies and inadequate service delivery.4

•	 many refugees suffer from traumas and psychological 

distress caused by events linked to the conflict or by 

living conditions inside refugee camps. mental health care 

is a continuing need.5

3 Hidden victims of the syrian crisis: disabled, injured and older 
refugees (Helpage international and Handicap international, 2014), 
p. 4 and 12.

4 Health 3rP regional Dashboard february 2015, http://data.unhcr.
org/syrianrefugees/regional.php.

5 fleeing the violence in syria, syrian refugees in Lebanon (msf, 
august 2012, http://www.msf-azg.be/sites/default/files/ms1221_
lebanonreport_final_lores_v2.pdf ), p. 19; We spend Time and 
We Listen: mental Health Care for syrian refugees in iraq (msf, 
october 2013, http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/news-
stories/voice-field/we-spend-time-and-we-listen-mental-health-care-
syrian-refugees-iraq).

•	 With extremely limited legal employment possibilities, 

refugees must revert to the informal employment 

sector, making themselves vulnerable to exploitation and 

abuse.

•	 Women and girls are facing an increasing degree of 

isolation, violence and insecurity. sexual and gender-based 

violence, including domestic violence, is widespread.

•	 Half of syrian refugees are children and just under 

1 million syrian refugee children are currently of school 

age, while only 49% are enrolled in schools.6 Despite 

efforts by host countries, public school systems are 

overburdened. secondary and higher education are 

becoming a rare possibility. These children risk becoming 

a lost generation if education options are not expanded.7

•	 in the absence of schooling, there are increasing reports 

of child labour and early marriage, with uniCef and 

save the Children repeatedly calling for donors, host 

countries and the international community to increase 

funding to respond to the needs of children in the region. 

1.2.1. overview of the situation in major 
host countries

The following sections give a short overview of the number 

of syrian refugees in the different countries in the region, in 

order of size of registered refugee populations.

Turkey
as of 4 may 2015 1,759,846 syrians refugees were 

registered in Turkey. Considering that many refugees are 

still unregistered, the syrian refugee population in Turkey 

is estimated to be closer to 2 million persons, making 

Turkey host to the largest number of displaced syrians in 

the region. in addition to syrians, Turkey hosts an estimated 

300,000 iraqi refugees. it is therefore currently the 

6 futures under threat – The impact of the education crisis on syria’s 
children (save the Children, 2014).

7 regional report on out-of-school Children: middle east and north 
africa (uniCef and unesCo, 2015).
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biggest refugee-hosting country in the world. Turkey has 

shown great generosity in receiving syrians, having spent 

more than €5.4 billion on direct assistance to refugees of 

which some €272 million has come from the international 

community. overwhelmed by the large number of refugees in 

an increasingly complex security situation, Turkey has set up 

militarized zones along the 900-kilometer border with syria 

and is implementing more strict regulations to check the 

flow of civilians and fighters crossing the border. in addition, 

Turkish authorities strictly monitor cross-border humanitarian 

aid to syrians. under the new Turkish Law on foreigners 

and international Protection, all foreigners come under 

the recently established general Directorate of migration 

and management8 (Dgmm). according to the temporary 

protection regime established in october 2014, registered 

syrians are granted Temporary Protection9 and entitled 

to access health services and education for school age 

children. as of late 2014 only 14% of the syrian population 

continued to stay in official camp settings (22 camps set up 

and managed by the government), while the vast majority live 

in towns and cities, in border areas and across the country. 

The camps are reported to be safe and in good condition. 

However, for those living in the urban context, conditions 

are becoming increasingly desperate. many syrians in urban 

areas find it difficult to find housing, pay rent, and obtain 

employment and end up working in the informal sector 

where they are often underpaid and unprotected. urban 

8 Law on foreigners and international Protection which entered into 
force in april 2014.

9 Temporary Protection regulation (22nd october 2014) became 
immediately applicable to syrian refugees. The regulation obliges all 
syrian refugees residing in the country to register or re-register with 
the general Directorate for migration management (Dgmm).

refugees, including school-age children, live in substandard, 

overcrowded and overpriced accommodations and are 

unable to access needed services, either because they are 

un-registered, or due to overstretched resources, language 

barriers and/or lack of information. Half of the syrian 

refugee population in Turkey is children (40% below age of 

11) with unHCr reporting that only 27% of syrian refugee 

children living outside camps have access to education due 

to overcrowded conditions in schools and to the cost of 

sending children to schools. as a result, many children are 

sent to work to help provide for their families. 

Lebanon
Lebanon is host to the second largest influx of syrian 

refugees in the region, with approximately 1.2 million syrian 

refugees currently in Lebanon. With a local population 

of 4 million people, Lebanon hosts the largest number of 

syrian refugees as a percentage of the local population. 

syrian refugees are equal in number to over 25% of the 

local population. although Lebanon has kept its borders 

open since the beginning of the syrian conflict, the country 

has tightened border controls since october 2014, only 

admitting exceptional humanitarian cases. in early 2015, the 

Lebanese government introduced new visa rules applicable 

to syrians, who now must obtain a tourist, business, short 

stay, student or transit visa. 

The Lebanese government has not wanted to create formal 

refugee camps. syrians and refugees are spread across the 

country in 1,700 locations. The influx has caused tensions 

between host communities and syrian refugees, competing 

Table 1: syrian refugees in egyPT, iraq, JorDan, LeBanon anD TurKey

Country of 
asylum

syrian refugees(number of 
persons registered may 2015)

% of syrians in 
administered camps

Children under 
18 (%)

Humanitarian aid funding needs 
under 3rP (in €)

Turkey 1,759,846 14 54 567 million

Lebanon 1,183,327 none 54 1.9 Billion

Jordan 627,287 16 50 2.6 Billion

iraq 248,203 40 46 387 million

egypt 134,329 none 43 272 million

Total 3,952,992 11 52.1 5.726 Billion

source: syria regional refugee response inter-agency information sharing Portal, retrieved 26 march 2015
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for access to basic resources and services. in some towns 

and villages the number of syrians now exceeds the number 

of local residents. Locals perceive that syrian refugees 

receive more international assistance than poor Lebanese 

citizens who are neglected. at times this causes real 

problems for refugees, who are sometimes forced to change 

residence. 

increasing numbers of syrians are now living in great 

poverty, with no legal employment possibilities to generate 

income. in 2012, the Lebanese government announced that 

medical assistance to refugees had been cut because of 

funding issues.10 Housing is vastly unavailable, with refugees 

moving to abandoned unsafe buildings or to informal tent 

settlements. syrian children are allowed to attend Lebanese 

schools, but due to lack of available places only 25% of the 

400,000 refugee children obtain a place. Children who are 

not in school face an increased risk of exploitation, resulting 

from prostitution, child labour and/or early marriage.

10 fleeing the violence in syria, syrian refugees in Lebanon (msf, 
august 2012, p. 12).

Jordan
Jordan is the third country in the region in terms of absolute 

numbers, as of may 2015 hosting an overall syrian refugee 

population of over 627,000 persons registered with unHCr. 

The Jordanian government held an open border policy until 

autumn 2014 when it decided to unofficially close its borders 

with syria. in october 2014, reports indicated that between 

4.000-5.000 people from syria were stranded in the no-

man’s land between the syrian and Jordanian borders. 

syrian refugees are dispersed throughout the country. 

around 20% of syrian refugees are located in 4 camps. 

Zaatari11 which hosts 82,000 persons is now the second 

largest refugee camp in the world. The other 80% of 

refugees are living in cities and rural villages, the majority in 

the northern governorates of al mafraq and irbid. The large 

number of syrian refugees is putting a huge strain on national 

resources and infrastructure, causing increasing tensions 

with the host community. in Jordan, it is illegal for syrian 

refugees to work, and in combination with recent cuts in 

11 Za’atari, marjeeb al-fahood, Cyber City and al-azraq.

This unofficial camp setting near saida. Lebanon has hosted refugees fleeing violence in Homs (syria) for the past 3 years.  
Courtesy of Caritas friedland (germany), 2014
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food aid and limits imposed on the ways that syrian refugees 

can access the government healthcare system, refugees are 

struggling to survive. it is estimated that over three quarters 

of refugee households are extremely or very vulnerable. 

although children can attend schools over 70,000 syrian 

children have no access to education due to lack of capacity. 

school drop-out rates are high, often due to the children’s 

need to support the family. The Jordanian government 

estimates that child labour has doubled nationwide since the 

start of the crisis in syria.12 

iraq
There are currently around 250,000 syrians registered in 

iraq. Border crossings were mainly possible during irregular 

border openings13. Parts of the border areas are now under 

isis control and therefore inaccessible to refugees, with 

most recent border crossings taking place at the ibrahim 

Khali border crossing with Turkey. most syrian refugees live 

in the Kurdistan region14 where refugees and international 

Displaced Persons (iDPs) currently comprise over 20% of 

the population15. During 2014, the conflict in central iraq 

and the isis advance into anbar and mossul have led to 

internal displacement of 2 million iraqis. support agencies 

in the region have reported a rise in returns to syria of at 

least 10,000 persons in recent months16. although 60% 

of syrians registered refugees are living in urban areas, 

authorities prefer for refugees to stay in the nine official 

camps where humanitarian aid is concentrated. recently 

refugees have been moving to official camps in the hope of 

more extensive support. school enrolment varies between 

camps where approximately 51% of the children attend 

school and urban areas where 39% of refugee children are 

enrolled in school.17

egypt
There are  around 133,000 syrians registered in egypt 

but it is estimated that approximately the same number 

remains unregistered. a major part has spent periods in a 

transit country before coming to egypt. since July 2013, 

12 inter-agency regional response for syrian refugees (unHCr may-
June 2014).

13 unHCr regional refugee & resilience Plan 2015-16 iraq.
14 Left out in the cold – syrian refugees abandoned by the international 

community (amnesty international, october 2014).
15 unHCr regional refugee & resilience Plan 2015-16 iraq.
16 Lynn yoshikawa, 48th edition of field exchange: iraq.
17 Left out in the cold – syrian refugees abandoned by the international 

community, (amnesty international, october 2014).

the egyptian border has been effectively closed to refugees 

from syria through visa and security clearance requirements 

introduced by the government, essentially halting any new 

inflow from syria. syrians in egypt can be found in the 

large cities, with smaller populations in sinai and mansoura. 

although syrian refugees have access to public services, 

health and education systems are overburdened and in 

practice barely accessible. many syrians do not intend 

to stay in egypt, but come to egypt in order to cross the 

mediterranean. more than 1,370 syrians have been arrested 

for attempting to depart the country by boat in an irregular 

manner, some being detained in police stations for prolonged 

periods. unHCr has successfully achieved the release of 

the majority of detained syrians. Detention is, however, still 

utilised as a deterrent to prevent syrians from crossing the 

Central mediterranean.
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1.3. aDDressing HumaniTarian neeDs in THe region 

in December 2014, the un and its partners launched a 

major new humanitarian and development appeal for syria 

and the region. The appeal focuses both on support for the 

displaced and conflict-affected people inside of syria as well 

as on the needs of millions of syrian refugees in the region 

and the countries and communities hosting them. The former 

is reflected in the 2015 strategic response Plan for the 

syrian arab republic (srP) designed and coordinated by the 

united nations office for the Coordination of Humanitarian 

affairs (oCHa); the latter is addressed by the regional 

refugee and resilience Plan 2015-2016 in response to 

the syria Crisis (3rP) of unHCr and unDP, which was 

developed alongside the srP. 

1.3.1. financial contributions for 
humanitarian aid and the role of the eu

according to oCHa’s financial Tracking service, donors 

have committed/contributed €11.5 billion of humanitarian 

assistance to the syria crisis since 2012 (see chart below). 

The european union and its member states collectively 

continue to lead the international response with a contribution 

of €4 billion or 34.56% thus far, of which the european 

Commission/eCHo contributed €1.3 billion or 11.40%. With 

regard to the srP and 3rP in 2015, the eu together with its 

member states remains the largest donor, with the uK and 

germany being the largest donor member states. Thus far, 

they have provided a total of € 165,313 million (36%)18 for 

the srP and € 336,605 million (43%)19 for the 3rP. 

1.3.2. 2015 strategic response Plan 
(srP) for the syrian arab republic20 

Based on the Whole of syria (Wos) approach,21 the srP 

provides a single overarching framework for humanitarian 

response inside syria. it was produced by oCHa in 

collaboration with humanitarian actors and in consultation with 

the government of syria.22 The srP covers the period from 

1 January to 31 December 2015 and is organised around 

five strategic objectives: protection, lifesaving assistance, 

resilience, harmonized coordination and enhanced response 

capacity. With a financial requirement of € 2.63 billion23, 

it aims to reach 12.2 million people with humanitarian aid 

throughout the whole of syria. Thus far, only € 496,815 

million (19%) has been funded. of the 19% that has been 

funded to date the five largest donors to the srP in 2015 

18 unoCHa financial Tracking service, 2015 strategic response 
Plan, total funding per donor, report as of 15 may 2015 (http://fts.
unocha.org/reports/daily/ocha_r5_a1069___1505151122.pdf ).

19 unoCHa financial Tracking service, syria regional refugee 
and resilience Plan, total funding per donor, report as of 
15 may 2015 (http://fts.unocha.org/reports/daily/ocha_r5_
a1090___1505151122.pdf ).

20 The 2015 srP can be found here: http://www.humanitarianresponse.
info/operations/syria/document/2015-syrian-arab-republic-
strategic-response-plan.

21 The Whole of syria (Wos) approach was adopted in september 
2014 as a result of un security Council resolution 2165 (2014). it 
brings together the humanitarian operations that were previously led 
from several hubs (syria, Turkey, Jordan) into a singly framework in 
order to maximise efficiency and reduce duplication (source: http://
www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/whole-of-syria). 

22 The applied term does not imply the expression of any opinion 
whatsoever on the part of iCmC concerning the legal status of the 
authorities in syria. 

23 Conversion rate  : 1 usD = 0.908925649882 eur, based on the 
european Commission inforeur usD to eur rate of 21 may 
2015. available: http://ec.europa.eu/budget/contracts_grants/info_
contracts/inforeuro/inforeuro_en.cfm.

us: 27% (€ 3.138 Billion)
eu 28: 23% (€ 2.683 Billion)
european Commission: 11% (€ 1.321 Billion)
eea & switzerland: 3% (€ 327 million)
others: 36% (€ 4.117 Billion)

gLoBaL  
HumaniTarian aiD 

ConTriBuTions 
in THe ConTeXT  

of THe syria Crisis  
(2012-marCH 2015)

ToTaL amounT: 
€ 11.587 BiLLion

source: united nations office for the Coordination of Humanitarian affairs (oCHa) 
financial tracking service, 11 may 2015
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are usa (€ 140,316 million), united Kingdom (€ 129,223 

million), Canada (€ 24,110 million, switzerland (€ 11,051 

million) and the european Commission (€ 10,855 million).24 

1.3.3. regional refugee and resilience 
Plan 2015-2016 (3rP)25

Developed by unHCr and unDP, the 3rP provides a 

consolidated framework to address refugee protection 

needs, the humanitarian needs of the most vulnerable and 

the longer-term socio-economic impacts of the syria crisis 

on neighbouring countries. it brings together almost 

200 humanitarian and development partners, including 

governments, un agencies, and national and international 

ngos. The 3rP is country-driven and based on national 

ownership, i.e. activities are designed in support of the 

priorities set by the respective governments and response 

strategies are adapted to the context of the specific 

country. it integrates the plans developed by the national 

authorities of egypt, iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey. The 

un and ngos provide support in each country. The 3rP 

succeeds the 2014 regional response Plan (rrP6) and is 

innovative as it responds to the crisis by seeking to combine 

humanitarian and development capacities. organised around 

two components (the refugee protection and humanitarian 

component and the resilience/stabilisation-based 

development component), the 3rP requires a total funding 

requirement of € 5 billion for 2015 with which it aims to reach 

25.7 million beneficiaries. The five largest donors (countries 

and international organisations) to the 3rP in 2015 are 

usa (€ 221,303 million or 24%), uK (€ 122,110 million or 

13%), germany (€ 112,711 million or 12%), the european 

Commission (€ 83,982 million or 9%) and Japan (€ 69,972 

million or 8%).26 Thus far, € 922,467 million (19%) of the 

total requirements has been funded.27 The 81% funding gap 

for 2015, represents one of the lowest levels of funding for 

24 oCHa financial Tracking service, 2015 strategic response 
Plan, date 15 may 2015 (http://fts.unocha.org/pageloader.
aspx?page=emerg-emergencyDetails&appealiD=1069).

25 The 3rP can be found here: http://www.3rpsyriacrisis.org/. 
26 oCHa financial Tracking service, syria regional refugee 

and resilience Plan, total funding per donor, report as of 
15 may 2015 (http://fts.unocha.org/reports/daily/ocha_r5_
a1090___1505151122.pdf ).

27 oCHa financial Tracking service, syria regional refugee 
and resilience Plan, date 15 may 2015 (http://fts.unocha.
org/pageloader.aspx?page=emerg-emergencyDetails&appeal
iD=1090). 

un appeals in decades. This underfunding results in cuts 

in life-saving humanitarian assistance sectors such as food 

and shelter, and substantial gaps in service provision to an 

increasingly vulnerable and impoverished refugee population. 

The lack of prospects for peace in syria and increasingly 

desperate situation of refugees in neighbouring countries, 

call for urgent measures by the international community 

to provide significant additional funding and to increase 

admission programmes to receive a meaningful part of the 

refugees that are currently hosted in neighbouring countries.

 



2. syrians seeking 
asylum in europe 
in the context of 
boat arrivals in 
the mediterranean
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2.1. syrian asyLum figures: WiDe DisPariTies

as a result of conflicts and political insecurity in countries 

such as syria, iraq, eritrea and afghanistan, there has 

been a steady increase in the number of persons in need 

of international protection. Between 2011- 2014, just over 

200,000 syrians sought asylum in the european union. 

However the number of syrian refugees that sought asylum 

in europe over the past 4 years is equivalent to just 5% of 

the 4 million syrians who are living in syria’s neighbouring 

countries: Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, iraq and egypt 

(see Chapter 1). in 2014, syrians lodged more asylum 

applications than any other national group (representing 20% 

of all asylum applicants in europe), followed by afghanis, 

Kosovars, eritreans and serbians. as of april 2015, just 

over 74,000 syrian refugees were awaiting a decision on 

their pending asylum applications in eu member states.

recognition rates of syrian asylum claims have grown 

since the beginning of the crisis from only 50% in 2011 to 

95% in 2014, although disparities in the recognition rates 

across europe remain. in 2014, four european countries, 

namely estonia, greece, italy and slovakia still recognised 

less than 70% of applications 

The number of asylum claims by syrians across eu member 

states has been highly uneven with 7 out of 27 member 

states receiving 85% of all syrian asylum claims. in 2014, 

germany and sweden together received just over 60% of 

all syrian asylum claims made in the eu, with a further 25% 

received by just 5 other member states (The netherlands, 

Bulgaria, austria, Denmark and Hungary). 

Between 2011-2014, in more than half of the positive 

decisions, european countries granted syrian applicants 

subsidiary protection or humanitarian status1 rather 

than full refugee status2. refugees qualifying for subsidiary 

1 eurostat data retrieved april 2015 (Table: first instance decisions 
on applications by citizenship, age and sex annual aggregated data 
(rounded) (migr.asydcfsta)).

2 in 2014, in the netherlands, malta, spain and sweden more than 
80% of positive decision in syrian asylum applications amount to 
subsidiary protection and protection statuses other than refugee 
recognition.

protection or humanitarian status do not in all eu countries 

benefit from all of the rights associated with refugee status, 

most pertinently the right to apply for family reunification3. 

Without their families, syrian refugees have more difficulty 

with longer term integration which may contribute to such 

refugees moving on to other eu countries which have more 

lenient policies regarding family reunification. since 2013, 

sweden has granted permanent residency to all syrian 

asylum applicants regardless of the type of status granted. in 

accordance with unHCr’s advice4, other european countries 

have more recently displayed a tendency to more readily 

grant full refugee recognition amongst positive decisions.5 

The following graph displays the number of applications, 

status and recognition rates in more detail, clearly showing 

wide disparities across europe. 

although more syrians are claiming asylum in the eu, the 

opportunities to access protection at its land borders is 

limited. The construction of fences at both the greek-Turkish 

(2012) and Bulgarian-Turkish (2013) borders, increased 

border patrols and strong evidence of illegal ‘pushbacks’6 

from european land borders has led many asylum seekers 

to take to the seas, in particular the dangerous Central 

mediterranean sea route to europe. 

3 according to the ‘eu directive on the right of third country nationals 
legally staying in a member state to family reunification’, recognised 
refugees in europe can, within three months after granting of 
refugee status, apply for reunification with their family members 
(including spouses and minor children, as well as other family 
members dependent on refugees) with an exemption from financial 
support elements and other related requirements as e.g. regarding 
documentary evidence of family links. This right does not extend to 
persons granted subsidiary protection. 

4 unHCr believes the majority of people feel syria falls within the 
refugee criteria in the 1951 refugee Convention and that syrians 
should thus be recognised as refugees. if, exceptionally, the criteria 
for refugee status is found not to be met, subsidiary protection criteria 
is likely to be met.’ (syrian refugees in europe – What europe Can 
Do to ensure Protection and solidarity (unHCr, June 2014)).

5 Between 2013 and 2014, the percentage of decisions amounting 
to full refugee recognition of all positive decisions on syrian asylum 
applications has risen from 30% to 52% (eurostat, march 2015). 
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2.2. resPonDing To reCurring TrageDy – reaCTions 

To DeaTH aT sea in THe meDiTerranean

The sinking of a boat off the coast of the italian island of 

Lampedusa in october 2013, costing 366 lives, galvanised 

and provided a reference point for the european response to 

the tragedy of deaths of migrants at sea.  

as a result of these incidents, the issue of creating legal 

channels of access to europe has become a new policy 

agenda item. at the Justice and Home affairs Council 

meeting only days after the 2013 incident, the Task force 

for the mediterranean7 was established to identify and 

make recommendations in 5 key areas for action to prevent 

deaths at sea. These focus on eu migration management and 

addressing irregular migration and smuggling via the Central 

mediterranean route, but also make specific reference to 

expanding legal ways for migrants to access europe, 

including via refugee resettlement. 

6 Pushed back, november 2013, Pro asyl.
7 european Council Conclusions Brussels, 25 october 2013.

With an ongoing syrian refugee crisis, and various other 

worsening refugee situations such as in eritrea, iraq, 

somalia and sudan), migrants and refugees increasingly 

use the same dangerous routes to reach europe. in 2014, 

over 220,000 persons8 of which close to 66,700 were 

syrians, crossed the mediterranean sea in smuggler boats9. 

in 2014, the eastern mediterranean route (via Turkey 

to greece) accounted for 56,000 persons. The Central 

mediterranean route (mostly departing from Libya to italy 

and malta) accounted for 170,000 persons, of which around 

23% were syrians10. 

iom estimates that 3,500 women and children died in 

attempts to make the crossing in 2014 and estimates that 

roughly half of those attempting to cross the mediterranean 

via the Central mediterranean route were rescued by the 

8 frontex annual risk analysis 2015.
9 many more entered europe via other means, or overstayed visas.
10 of these 170,000, 39,651 were syrians and 33.559 eritreans.

recognition 
rate

* at the time of writing, data on asylum application outcomes in austria was available for 2011-2013. The green bar therefore 
reflects those applications where a decision was made in 2014 but for which data on the outcome is not available.
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italian navy under the ‘mare nostrum’ operation. since the 

end of ‘mare nostrum’ end of 2014, the eu Triton operation, 

being run by the eu’s agency for border surveillance 

fronTeX, has continued patrols in the mediterranean. 

The tragic drowning of 800 migrants off the Libyan coast, 

finally got european leaders around the table to discuss 

measures to avoid further loss of lives. at the emergency 

summit convened in april 2015, the Commission to draw up 

‘a more systematic and geographically comprehensive 

approach’ to respond to deaths in The mediterranean. 

accordingly, the european Commission adopted a european 

agenda on migration on may 13th 2015. 

2.2.1. european agenda on migration 

european Commission proposals for a “european agenda 

on migration” maintains four pillars of action, namely the 

reduction of incentives for irregular migration, increased 

border management, a strong common asylum policy and a 

new policy on legal migration. in addition, the Commission 

proposes the following key points of immediate action:

•	 expanding the Poseidon and Triton operations, 

the latter expanding the geographical scope to the level 

previously maintained by the mare nostrum operation off 

the coast from Libya.

•	 Possible Common security and Defence Policy 

(CsDP) operation in the mediterranean, aimed at 

dismantling trafficker networks and fighting smuggling of 

people (for which a mandate from the security Council is 

needed).

•	 Proposal for a temporary relocation mechanism from 

frontline countries such as greece and italy, for 

persons in clear need of protection (such as syrians) within 

the eu according to a country by country allocation.11 

•	 Proposal for an eu-wide resettlement scheme to 

offer 20,000 places in all member states according to 

a country by country allocation.

in addition to expanding the eu resettlement scheme the 

agenda encourages members states to make full use of 

other safe and legal avenues available to persons 

in need of international protection, such as private 

non- governmental sponsorships, humanitarian visas, and 

family reunification clauses. However, the agenda falls 

short of proposing specific european action with respect to 

expanding, harmonising or introducing new legal avenues for 

refugees , and on expanding labour migration opportunities 

for migrants, particularly for unskilled workers. 

in a current context of increased boat arrivals, with over 

100,000 people having made the crossing during the 

first months of 2015, of whom at least 1,800 have died, 

solidarity mechanisms and secure legal avenues to access 

protection are now more needed than ever. The fact that 

syrians now constitute around 60% of persons crossing 

the mediterranean to greece is a sad reflection of further 

deterioration of the conflict and a decreasing protection 

climate in the middle east. 

11 Distribution criteria include gDP, size of population, unemployment 
rate and past numbers of asylum seekers.
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3.1. unHCr anD refugee reseTTLemenT 

3.1.1. introduction

Through resettlement1, refugees are selected and transferred 

from a state in which they have sought protection, to a third 

state that has agreed to admit them as refugees. 

refugee resettlement is a voluntary scheme coordinated 

by the unHCr, which facilitates burden and responsibility-

sharing amongst countries that are party to the 1951 

refugee Convention. significantly, unHCr emphasizes that 

resettlement should complement and not be a substitute for 

the provision of protection to persons who apply for asylum 

under the Convention (for example, spontaneous arrivals, 

such as asylum seekers arriving by boat). 

resettlement is one of three durable solutions unHCr is 

mandated to implement together with states, and provides a 

crucial means to protect refugees who are unable to integrate 

locally in their host country or return to their country of origin. 

in practice, resettlement is available as a durable solution for 

a comparatively small number of refugees. only around 1% 

of the world’s refugees are resettled to third countries each 

year. The vast majority of refugees are staying in neighbouring, 

often non-industrialised countries. resettlement schemes 

thus also provide a way for the international community to 

show solidarity with refugee-hosting countries.

resettlement permits refugees to rebuild their lives in a new 

country. The status provided to resettled refugees in their 

new home country ensures protection against refoulement 

and normally provides a resettled refugee and his/her family 

or dependants with access to rights similar to those enjoyed 

by nationals. in europe, resettled refugees are granted full 

refugee status or subsidiary protection, although the status 

and rights that are granted varies by state (see chapter 4)2. 

1 “resettlement” in the eu differs from “relocation”, which refers to 
the resettlement- between two eu member states- of recognised 
beneficiaries of international protection, which is carried out for the 
purpose of burden-sharing amongst eu member states. To date, 
only malta has benefitted from a relocation scheme.

2 for overview see ‘Welcome to europe – a comprehensive guide to 
resettlment in europe, pages 124-128.

Being provided with a secure status and the opportunity to 

eventually become a naturalised citizen3 is a condition sine 

qua non to foster long-term refugee integration, making 

resettlement a truly durable solution.

3.1.2. global resettlement needs and 
capacities

unHCr estimates a global total of 960,000 persons as 

in need of resettlement in 2015, compared to 691,000 

persons in 2014. Due to the syria refugee crisis, projected 

resettlement needs have grown steeply with an increase of 

39% for 2015 as compared to 2014. in 2015, 377,700 

syrians are in need of resettlement4, which represents 

3 syrians were not included in the global resettlement needs 
projections for 2014.

4 unHCr Projected global resettlement needs report 2015, June 
2014.

2015 gLoBaL 
ProJeCTeD 

reseTTLemenT neeDs 
By region of asyLum

numBer of Persons: 
958,429

middle east and north africa: 33%
africa: 29%
asia & Pacific: 20%
europe (incl. Turkey): 16%
The americas: 2%

source: unHCr Projected global resettlement needs 2015
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around 10% of the syrian combined refugee population in 

Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, iraq and egypt. 

although the need for resettlement has increased steeply, 

the number of available resettlement places globally has 

stayed constant. obtaining sufficient resettlement places 

from states remains one of unHCr’s biggest challenges. 

Compared to a global need of 960,000 resettlement places, 

28 resettlement countries around the world offer only around 

80,000 places through their annual quota places for 

all unHCr resettlement submissions, of which, over the 

last year, approximately 50% have been offered by the 

united states, 10% by Canada, 12% by australia and new 

Zealand, and 13% collectively, by europe. in recent years, 

small programmes have started in argentina, Brazil, Chile 

and Japan. 

Countries may also offer places on top of or in addition to 

annual quotas in case of major refugee crises following 

unHCr appeals, as has been the case for syrian refugees. 

unHCr has encouraged states to offer resettlement places 

for syrians outside of their annual resettlement quotas to 

ensure that resettlement opportunities also remain available 

for refugees from the rest of the world. 

3.2. reseTTLemenT anD oTHer aDmission CHanneLs 

for syrian refugees – a gLoBaL resPonse

3.2.1. unHCr calls for resettlement and 
other admission places

in the first two years since the start of the syrian conflict, 

unHCr concentrated on refugee registration and 

addressing humanitarian needs. sweden resettled the 

first group of 112 iraqis and Palestinians that were stuck 

inside syria in 2012. germany made the first large-scale 

european commitment for the admission of syrians in late 

2013, by offering an initial 5,000 places for syrians in need 

of safe and legal access to europe. This announcement 

was ‘in anticipation of a bigger european response’5 

and in fact triggered the first of a number of unHCr appeals 

listed in the table below. 

as the conflict has become more and more protracted, 

resettlement has become more embedded in the unHCr 

protection and durable solutions response. The agency 

has been looking to prioritise the most vulnerable syrians 

and called for solidarity and burden-sharing with syria’s 

neighbouring countries, whose capacity to host nearly 4 

million syrian refugees becomes more and more strained. 

5 statement of the german minister of the interior (march 2013).

since 2013, unHCr has issued two calls to states for 

resettlement places or other forms of admission for syrian 

refugees outside of state’s annual resettlement quotas. 

These are outlined in the table below:

overview of unHCr calls for resettlement and 
other admission places for syrians

2013:

responding to the announcement of the german Humanitarian 

admission Programme (HaP) in march 2013, unHCr calls 

states to provide 10,000 humanitarian admission places 

for syrians in the middle east /north africa region, and 

2,000 resettlement places for vulnerable syrians in Lebanon 

and Jordan. in september 2013, unHCr, iom and states 

receiving syrian refugees established the Core group 

for syrian resettlement, as well as a host countries 

resettlement Working group. in october, unHCr appeals 

for 30,000 places on resettlement and other admission 

programmes for syrians during 2013-14. This target was 

met by June 2014, with european countries providing 

approximately 80% of all places pledged.

2014:

in february 2014, unHCr makes a further appeal for 

states to make multi-annual commitments for 100,000 
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additional resettlement and admission places for 

syrians from 2013-16. This brings the total number of 

requested places to 130,000.

The appeal requests that: 

•	 65,000 of the 130,000 places are available for unHCr 

to refer vulnerable and urgent protection cases in 

line with the unHCr resettlement submission categories.

•	 These places should be pledged as much as possible as 

additional places, outside of the annual resettlement 

quotas in order not to replace and jeopardize resettlement 

from other refugee situations. 

•	 The remaining 65,000 should be offered by means 

of alternative legal admission programmes, to 

be implemented outside the unHCr resettlement 

framework. 

in november, unHCr provides guidance to states that will 

be offering places for syrians, in which it outlines 'traditional' 

refugee resettlement and 7 additional types of admission 

(‘tools’) that states might use to develop programmes for 

syrians, namely: 

•	 Humanitarian admission

•	 Community-based private sponsorship

•	 medical evacuation

•	 admission of relatives

•	 academic scholarships

•	 Humanitarian visas

•	 Labour mobility schemes

unHCr asks states to offer places via multi-annual 

commitments (2015-2016) to enable a sustained and 

coordinated response.

resettlement needs beyond 2015

at the ministerial-level pledging conference for resettlement 

and other forms of admission for syrian refugees, which was 

organized by unHCr on 9 December 2014 in geneva, the 

un High Commissioner for refugees announces that unHCr 

estimates that one in ten of the syrian refugee population is 

in need of resettlement or some other form of admission.. 

This number responds to the unHCr 2015 projected global 

resettlement needs assessment, which determines that one 

out of ten syrians registered in neighbouring countries are in 

need of resettlement. unHCr did not specify a timeline by 

which this target should be reached.

3.2.2. global responses to the unHCr 
call for 130,000 places 

since 2014, unHCr has called for 130,000 resettlement 

and other types of admission places to be offered by the end 

of 2016. unHCr has asked states to provide half of these 

places (65,000) through resettlement and humanitarian 

admission programmes; and the other half through other 

admission channels, mentioned in the table above.

as of may 2015, around two-thirds of the requested 

130,000 places have been made available by states around 

the globe6, of which one-third are resettlement places, as 

can be shown in the table on the following page. Taking 

into account additional unofficial bilateral pledges made by 

a number of states, this means that, as of may 2015, only 

23,500 places must still be secured to meet unHCr’s 

target.

european countries have, to date, offered approximately 

55,000 of the 130,000 places made available. The 

traditionally largest resettlement countries, namely australia, 

Canada and the united states, have been slow to respond 

to resettlement needs for syrians. neither australia, Canada 

nor the united states has increased annual resettlement 

quotas to allow for a substantial intake of syrians.

syrian resettlement in australia, Canada and 
united states

australia

The australian Humanitarian Programme has an annual 

quota of 13,000 places and includes both resettlement 

and special humanitarian admission places. for 2014-

2015, 2,200 syrians will be admitted under this quota. The 

majority will be admitted under the humanitarian admission 

component, involving sponsorship by family members who 

will provide for immediate accommodation needs, assistance 

in finding permanent accommodation, familiarization with 

services and service providers, etc.

Canada

Canada has an annual quota of 13,400 refugees and 

6 unHCr data may 2015, available at http://resettlement.eu/news/
crisis-syria.
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Table 3 - THe gLoBaL resPonse To THe syrian refugee Crisis:  
PLeDges for reseTTLemenT anD oTHer forms of aDmission 2013-2016
Country Total places 

pledged
Details of programme

argentina open-ended Humanitarian visa Programme (2014-unspecified)
australia* 5,600 • resettlement (2013-2015)

• special Humanitarian admission Programme (2013-2015)
austria 1,5001 Humanitarian admission Programme (2014-15)
Belarus 20 resettlement
Belgium* 300 resettlement: 300 places (2014-15) of those 150 outside existing annual quota
Brazil open-ended2 Humanitarian visa Programme
Canada* 11,300 • resettlement: 200 places (2013-14) plus an unspecified share of the 10,000 places pledged for 2015-17

• Private sponsorship: 1100 places (2013-2014) plus an unspecified share of the 10,000 places pledged for 2015-17
Czech republic 70 resettlement (2015)
Denmark* 390 resettlement (2014-16)
finland* 850 resettlement: 850 places (2014-15) of those 300 outside existing annual quota
france* 1,0003 • resettlement (2014-15)

• Humanitarian admission Programme (2014-15)
germany* 30,200 • resettlement: 200 places (2014)

• Humanitarian admission Programme: 20,000 places (2013-15)
• Landesaufnahmeprogramme (regional family member admission programmes): 10,000 places (2013-undefined)

Hungary 30 resettlement (2013-14)
ireland* 420 • resettlement: 310 places (2014-16)

• syrian Humanitarian admission Programme (sHaP): 110 places (2014)
italy 450 • resettlement: 400 places (timeframe not yet determined)

• Private sponsorship: 50 places (timeframe not yet determined)
Liechtenstein 25 resettlement (2014)
Luxembourg 60 resettlement (2014)
netherlands* 500 resettlement (2014-15)
new Zealand* 100 resettlement (2014-15)
norway* 8,500 resettlement: 2,500 places (2014-15) plus 3,000 in 2016 and 3,000 in 2017
Poland 100 resettlement (2015-20)
Portugal* 234 resettlement (2014)
spain* 130 resettlement (2014)
sweden* 2,700 resettlement (2014-15)
switzlerland* 8,200 • resettlement: 2,500 places (2013-15)

• additional admission for family members: 4,700 places (2013)
• Humanitarian visa programme for family members: 1,000 places (2015-2017)

united Kingdom* unspecified5 ad-hoc ‘vulnerable Persons relocation scheme’ (vPrs): unspecified number of places (approx. 300 2014-16)
united states  
of america*

open-ended6 resettlement (2013-unspecified)

uruguay 120 resettlement (2014)
72,588 Total number of official pledges
16,911 visa granted under programmes with open-ended or unspecified number of places 2013 - march 2015
89,4997 Total number of places made available for refugees from syria 2013-2016

1234567

1 Division of places between resettlement and the special Humanitarian admission programme has not yet been defined.
2 By march 2015 6053 visas had been issued under this programme.
3 Division of places between resettlement and humanitarian admission has not yet been defined for 2015. approcximately 75-80% of the toal 770 

places for 2014-15 are expected to be humanitarian admission.
4 Portugal has also admitted 70 students from syria in the framework of the global Platform for syrian students (2-year student visas).
5 143 persons had been accepted under the scheme by march 2015.
6 By february 2015, 10,715 persons had been submitted for resettlement to the united states.
7 Plus an unspecified number of places under the argentina, Brazil, german, uK and us programmes 2015-16. Humanitarian visa and admissions 

under special visa and extended stay programmes for syrian students are not included.

source: unHCr and http://resettlement.eu/news/crisis-syria 
* Countries with annual resettlement quota programmes: australia (annual admission under the Humanitarian programme (including resettlement and special Humanitarian admission 
Programme: 13,750), (Belgium (100), Canada (flexible annual quota (including resettlement and private sponsorship) between 12,000-14,000 persons), Denmark (1,500 in a 3 -year 
multiannual quota), finland (750), france (100 dossier cases considered annually), germany (300 (500 from 2015 onwards)), ireland (80, netherlands (2,000 in a 4 -year multiannual quota), 
new Zealand (750), norway (1200), Portugal (30), spain (100), sweden (1900), switzerland (300 in a 3 year pilot programme), uK (750 yearly), u.s. (approx. 70,000)
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received around 1,200 syrian refugees in 2013 and 2014 

combined, and has committed to receiving 10,000 syrians 

over the coming three years (2015-2017) under its annual 

quota. The Canadian programme consists of a resettlement 

component (government assisted refugees - gar) for 

unHCr submitted cases, and a private sponsorship 

component under which: 

•	 refugees are referred and sponsored by either a group of 

5 persons or recognized sponsorship agreement Holders 

(saHs). 

•	 refugees do not need to be recognized refugees and can 

be family members. However, they must fulfill vulnerability 

criteria. 

for the 2013-2014 period, 1,200 syrians were referred 

under the private sponsorship programme, and have 

subsequently arrived in Canada, while for 2015-2017, 6,000 

syrian refugees will be resettled under the resettlement and 

4,000 under the private sponsorship. .

united states

The united states refugee admission Programme 

(usraP) has a current annual quota of 70,000 and 

selects refugees through a priority system established  

in a report to Congress. for 2013, 2,000 syrians were 

resettled under the usraP. in 2014, unHCr submitted 

over 13,000 syrian referrals to the united states. as 

of mid-2015, approximately 800 syrians have arrived. 

enhanced security clearance processes have led to many 

delays, sometimes adding years to refugees’ processing 

and waiting periods.

Brazil’s Humanitarian visa Programme

outside of europe, the biggest contribution has been made by 

Brazil, which has offered a significant number of places through 

a humanitarian visa programme7 under which over 7,000 

visas have been issued to syrians8 to date. under a special 

decision issued by the Brazilian authorities for this purpose, 

syrians affected by the conflict and who wish to apply for asylum 

in Brazil, receive a tourist visa (valid for 90 days) at Brazilian 

consulates, while declaring their intention to apply for asylum. 

in this case, the regular tourist visa requirements will be waived. 

upon arrival in Brazil, syrians apply for asylum with the authorities. 

Like other refugees, syrians are granted the right to work and 

have access to public health and education services. since the 

Brazilian government does not cover any other costs, ngos and 

churches have been providing syrian refugees with assistance.

3.3. unHCr ProCessing of syrian refuges for 

reseTTLemenT anD HumaniTarian aDmission 

3.3.1. unHCr Capacity and submission 
criteria 8

in 2015, 377,700 syrians are in need of resettlement9, 

which represents around 10% of the syrian combined refugee 

population in Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, iraq and egypt. 

7 normative resolution 17 issued by the Brazilian national Committee 
for refugees (Conare).

8 These may also include other nationalities than syrians affected by 
the conflict.

9 unHCr Projected global resettlement needs report 2015, June 
2014. according to the global resettlement needs report 2016 the 
number of resettlement needs from Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, iraq, 
egypt combined will rise to 493.530 for 2016.

unHCr has substantially increased its capacity to process 

resettlement cases. While unHCr submitted over 21,000 

syrians for resettlement in 2014, unHCr has estimated to 

increase the number of submissions for 2016 to 36,000 for 

201510. in order to submit these cases, unHCr depends on 

the support of staff deployed to unHCr field offices; who 

are responsible for around 45% of total submissions. 

overall, numbers are still very low. as is shown in the table 

below, unHCr submitted around 21,000 syrians in 2014. 

around 10,000 syrians departed during that year, of which 

10 notably via the iCmC - unHCr deployment scheme. 
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over 83% to european countries, of which half resettlement  

and the other half unHCr - referred cases in the framework 

of humanitarian admission programmes (HaP). These 

numbers do not include humanitarian admission cases that 

are not referred by unHCr nor does this include arrivals 

through other legal pathways for refugees. (see section 

3.4.2 for further details). 

resettlement is time-consuming, with the entire resettlement 

process (reception and registration, refugee status 

Determination (rsD), case identification, referral to a 

resettlement country, case processing, adjudication, 

departure and reception) for regular cases typically taking 

from 3 months up to 1 year. although progress has been 

made in introducing expedited procedures, certain countries, 

such as the united states, still have very long processing 

periods for syrians due to lengthy security screening and 

clearance procedures. 

unHCr, in cooperation with partners, is responsible for the 

identification, assessment and prioritisation of cases 

to be submitted for resettlement to states. in general, 

refugees are identified as in need of resettlement when they 

are at risk or have particular needs or vulnerabilities that 

cannot be addressed in the country of refuge.

registration is vital to ensure protection and to identify 

refugees for resettlement consideration. To this end, unHCr 

uses the Progres database, which includes written details of 

individuals, and stores their biometric data: more specifically, 

their iris data and photographs for facial recognition.

not every refugee is eligible for resettlement. The seven 

categories used by unHCr to prioritize refugees for 

resettlement include: 

•	 Legal and/or Physical Protection needs of the 

refugee in the country of refuge (this includes a threat of 

refoulement) 

•	 survivors of Torture and/or violence, where 

repatriation or the conditions of asylum could result in 

further traumatization and/or heightened risk, or where 

appropriate treatment is not available 

•	 medical needs, in particular life-saving treatment that is 

unavailable in the country of refuge 

•	 Women and girls at risk, who have protection problems 

particular to their gender 

•	 family reunification, when resettlement is the only 

means to reunite refugee family members who, owing to 

refugee flight or displacement, are separated by borders 

or entire continents 

•	 Children and adolescents at risk11, where a child has 

compelling protection needs which are not addressed in 

the country of asylum, and 

11 With respect to syrian children, most children-at-risk cases are 
those who are at risk of child labour and child marriage, abuse, and 
other similar risks.

Table 4 - unHCr reseTTLemenT of syrians: ProJeCTeD neeDs, ProCessing CaPaCiTy, 
suBmissions anD DeParTures

Country of 
asylum

unHCr resettle-
ment submissions 
in 2014

unHCr 
resettlement 
departures in 2014

Projected 
resettlement 
needs for 2015

resettlement needs in % 
of overall syrian refugee 
population 2015

unHCr resettle- 
ment submission 
planned for 2015

Turkey 5,480 303 130,000 8.37% 15,000

Lebanon 7,333 4,874 150,000 12.84% 15,500

Jordan 6,086 1,554 60,000 9.61% 6,000

iraq 429 25 22,700 9.36% 1,250

egypt 1,583 273 15,000 10.98% 2,000

Total 20,911 7,029 377,700 10.14%* 36,750

sources: unHCr Projected global resettlement needs 2015 and unHCr field offices
* average percentage of syrian refugee populations in need of resettlement across countries
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•	 Lack of foreseeable alternative Durable solutions, 

which generally is relevant only when other solutions are 

not feasible in the foreseeable future, when resettlement 

can be used strategically, and/or when it can open 

possibilities for comprehensive solutions.12

for the resettlement of syrians, unHCr prioritises most 

often urban refugees outside the camps, focusing on the 

most vulnerable. 

in view of the overwhelming needs of the syrian refugee 

population in cities and towns, and in the context of limited 

resettlement places, priorization has become a major 

challenge. it is estimated that around 30% of syrian refugees 

require specific medical attention and many refugees 

suffer from traumas and psychological distress caused 

by events linked to the conflict or by living conditions inside 

refugee camps (see chapter 1.2) . 

in order to identify refugees for resettlement, the local 

unHCr Case identification Teams reach out to refugees based 

on the information contained in the Progres database, make 

follow-up phone calls, and use information and referrals from 

different unHCr units, governments and ngos. if a case 

falls in one of the above-mentioned submission categories, 

and the refugees have expressed an interest in resettlement, 

they are invited for a Pre-screening interview, at which 

they will be informed about the cultural and social practices 

in the countries to which they may be resettled, in order 

to make an informed decision about whether they want to 

proceed with resettlement. unHCr also performs a rapid 

assessment to confirm their vulnerabilities and whether to 

prioritise the case for resettlement or other interventions. 

if a refugee wishes to proceed with resettlement, unHCr 

will carry out a merged process, combining refuge status 

Determination (rsD) and resettlement processes, to then 

draft the refugee registration form (rrf), and submit 

the file to the resettlement country in question. 

 

under the different Humanitarian admission Programmes 

(HaP) of austria, france, germany and the uK13, unHCr has 

submitted around 9,000 vulnerable cases using the simplified 

12 unHCr resettlement Handbook, unHCr website, chapter 6, 
accessed march 2015.

13 The vulnerable Persons relocation scheme- vPrs. 

HaP form14. This has resulted in more streamlined and more cost 

efficient procedures, increasing unHCr capacity to process and 

submit cases. The HaP procedure does not require unHCr 

to decide on the refugee claim and carry out a refugee status 

Determination (rsD), thus reducing interviewing time with the 

refugee. The HaP does not require Country of origin information 

(Coi) to be included in the HaP submission form, nor does it 

require an assessment of submission criteria. This substantially 

shortens the time needed to prepare submissions and results in 

shorter periods leading up to departure. it is reported that HaP 

submissions are two times quicker to produce then those 

under traditional resettlement. 

The simplified procedures under the HaP have also led to 

discussions among resettlement countries about the need to 

streamline procedures which has led to the introduction of a 

syria short form rrf now used for all syrian submissions. 

although most countries select refugees by means of 

selection missions in countries of first asylum, dossier 

(electronic file) submissions, i.e. ‘paper-based’ 

submissions are a critical component of unHCr resettlement 

processing, particularly when selection missions cannot 

take place as a result of security conditions or dispersal of 

refugees throughout a sub-region. unHCr requires around 

2,000 places for emergency or urgent cases, but only around 

900 places (mostly from european countries) are available. 

These are normally used for refugees with acute protection 

or health needs.

Digital video Conference (DvC) interviews are increasingly 

used to pre-select and process refugees for resettlement in 

cases where the refugees are otherwise inaccessible due to 

safety and security concerns. in 2013, unHCr Damascus 

interviewed approximately 2,000 individuals, mostly iraqis 

and Palestinians, stranded in syria via video conferencing. 

evacuations to the emergency Transit Centers (eTC)15 

in romania and slovakia have also been used by unHCr to 

ensure processing and expedited resettlement. 

14 6,500 vulnerable cases to germany, almost 900 to austria, around 
1,000 to france and over 400 to the united Kingdom (under the 
vulnerable Persons relocation scheme- vPrs).

15  for further details on emergency resettlement and use of the eTC 
see information on the european resettlement network (ern) 
website at http://resettlement.eu/page/essential-role-emergency-
and-urgent-resettlement-life-saving-measure.
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3.4. euroPean reseTTLemenT anD aDmission 

resPonses: a summary

3.4.1. introduction

in 2013-2016, european countries pledged approximately 

56,000 of the 130,000 places called for by unHCr. iCmC 

research shows that half of these places have been filled and 

that at least 25,000 syrians have arrived in europe16, of which 

over 17,000 have arrived in germany17. 

european countries have offered resettlement places for syrian 

refugees both within and outside of existing quotas, and have 

used new and existing admission channels, including mainstream 

migration channels, to complement and extend 'traditional' 

refugee resettlement programmes.

as requested by unHCr, this has created an extended ‘toolbox’ 

of protection measures for use by receiving states, ultimately 

contributing a significant number of places within a relatively 

short time period. Whilst it is a positive development that several 

european countries without pre-existing annual resettlement 

quotas are now receiving syrian refugees,18 it should be noted 

that the bulk of the european response is concentrated on a 

few exceptional contributors, with germany alone currently 

providing more than 60% of european places.

although unHCr has called on states to offer 50% of places 

under resettlement and the other 50% under other types of 

admission, less than one third has been admitted under traditional 

resettlement programmes, while around two thirds (over 

38,000)19 were made available under ad hoc humanitarian 

admission programmes and other legal pathways.

 

for 2015 and beyond, commitments by european states to offer 

places have decreased rapidly compared to 2013 and 2014. 

The german HaP is phasing out in 2015, and there are no new 

large-scale admission programmes for syrians in the pipeline. 

16 This number does not include syrians that have arrived under the 
german regional family reunification scheme, since these arrive 
by their own means and are therefore not reported upon. 

17 Data provided by officials by end of 2014. 
18 austria, Czech republic, Hungary, italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, 

Poland and switzerland.
19 This includes 9.000 unHCr referred cases under the HaP.

recently however, substantial commitments to resettle and 

admit syrians have been made by two non-eu countries: 

norway and switzerland. in June 2015, norway announced 

it would take in 8,000 syrian refugees to the end of 2017,20 

and switzerland recently announced an additional 2,000 

resettlement places and 1,000 humanitarian visas for syrian 

refugees in 2015-2017. 

additional commitments for places in the european 

union, however, may still be made available for 2015-2016 

following the publication of the eu’s agenda on migration21. 

The agenda proposes an eu-wide resettlement scheme, which 

will consist of a single european pledge of 20,000 resettlement 

20 2,000 in 2015, 3,000 in 2016, 3,000 in 2017.
21 http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/

european-agenda-migration/background-information/docs/
communication_on_the_european_agenda_on_migration_en.pdf.

austria: 1,500

Belgium: 300

Czech republic: 70

Denmark: 390

finland: 850

france: 1,000

germany: 30,200

Hungary: 30

ireland: 420

italy: 450

Liechtenstein: 25

Luxembourg: 60

netherlands: 500

norway: 2,500

Poland 100

Portugal: 23

spain: 130

sweden: 2,700

switzerland: 8,200

uK: 143

55,591 euroPean 
PLeDges for 

reseTTLemenT anD 
oTHer aDmission 

Programmes  
2013-2016  

(aT marCH 2015)
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places, with all eu member states requested to participate, 

while associated states are also invited to partake. Currently, 

the scheme would not only include syrian refugees, but 

refugees from all eu priority regions, i.e. regional Development 

and Protection Programme (rDPP) regions for the middle 

east, north africa, and the Horn of africa. it is proposed that 

resettlement places would be divided among all eu member 

states according to a distribution key based22 on criteria 

related to gross Domestic Product (gDP), size of population, 

unemployment rate, as well as past numbers of asylum-seekers 

and resettled refugees received. according to this country-to-

country allocation, only four countries would be asked to resettle 

more than 1,000 refugees. The eu budget will support this 

scheme through additional funding of eur 50 million for 2015-

2016. Currently voluntary, if needed, the Commission is 

considering proposing a binding approach for an eu-

wide resettlement scheme beyond 2016.

The table in the annex 1 of this publication provides an overview 

of the european responses to the syrian refugee crisis, 

including asylum-related figures, pledges made in response 

to the unHCr calls, and also includes the proposed country 

allocations proposed in the eu agenda on migration. 

3.4.2. main features of european 
admission responses

The overview set out above uses common characteristics 

and approaches to categorise european programmes as 

either resettlement or other types of admission. However, 

some individual programmes are hybrid in nature since they 

encompass a variety of responses that sometimes overlap and 

are not subject to easy categorization. The country chapters 

included in chapter 4 of this report describe the responses of 

the different european countries in detail. 

a) refugee resettlement 

resettlement accounts for around one-third of the 56,000 

places for refugees from syria. for the period 2013-2016, 18 

european countries have offered resettlement places: 

22 see the proposed allocations in the comparative table 1 in the annex 
of this report, indicated under column ‘quota allocations’.

•	 12 states23 have pledged places from existing annual 

resettlement quotas.

•	 4 states24 have pledged places in addition to annual 

resettlement quotas.

•	 6 european countries25 have established ad-hoc 

resettlement initiatives for syrian refugees. 

five european countries (Denmark, finland, The netherlands, 

norway and sweden) provide emergency resettlement places, 

available for the referral of syrian refugees, as sub-quotas 

within their resettlement programmes outlined above. in 

addition, Denmark, The netherlands and norway operate a 

sub-quota specifically for medical cases.

it is estimated that during 2014-2015, over 13,000 syrian 

resettled refugees will have arrived in europe. resettlement 

processing has, in most cases, been relatively quick, although 

a lack of available places in municipalities in europe has 

sometimes held up departures from the host country. 

The asylum, migration & integration fund (amif) provides 

support for resettlement through: lump sums per person 

resettled and financial support to specific activities and 

infrastructure. member states receive a lump sum of 6,000€ 

for each resettled person, which can be increased to 10,000€ 

in case member states resettle under the common eu 

resettlement priorities (which includes refugees from syria) 

or concern a specific category of vulnerable persons. Lump 

sums cannot be allocated to persons under the Humanitarian 

admission Programme HaP) that have been provided with 

temporary stay and not with refugee status, since resettlement 

must provide for a durable solution. for 2014-2015, 16 member 

states have asked funding for 6,000 syrian refugees (being one 

of the common eu resettlement priorities). syrians account for 

40% of the total number of 14,500 persons to be resettled to 

eu countries with amif funding during this period. The total 

amif funding envelope for 2014-2015 represented around eur 

137 million. sweden has received the largest portion of amif 

funding (25% - with 2,670 persons), followed by the uK (2,040 

persons), finland (1,873 persons), france (1,855 persons) and 

germany (1,300 persons)

23 Belgium, Denmark, finland, france, germany, ireland, The 
netherlands, norway, Portugal, spain, sweden and switzerland.

24 Belgium, finland, norway and switzerland.
25 Czech republic, Hungary, italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg and 

Poland.
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Table 5 - asylum, resettlement & admission: the european response to the syrian refugee crisis 2011-2016  

Country number 
of asylum 
applications from 
syrian nationals 
2011-2014 
(recognition rate 
in %)

Total places 
pledged for 
refugees 
from syria 
2013-2016

name of programme refugee status on 
arrival (yes/no)

Total allocation based on 
the european resettlement 
scheme proposed by the 
european Commission in 
may 2015 (% of overall 
20 00 persons)1

eu
-m

em
be

r s
ta

te
s

austria 10,350 (84%) 1,500 Humanitarian admission Programme: 1500 places (2014-15) yes 444 (2.22%)
Belgium* 5,510 (94%) 300 resettlement: 300 places (2014-15) of those 150 outside  

existing annual quota
yes 490 (2.45%)

Bulgaria 10,545 (98%) 0 216 (1.08%)
Croatia 260 (80%) 0 315 (1.58%)
Cyprus 2,260 (81%) 0 69 (0.34%)
Czech republic 270 (86%) 70 resettlement: 70 places (2015) yes 525 (2.63%)
Denmark* 9,825 (89%) 390 resettlement: 390 places (2014-16) yes 345 (1.73%)
estonia 25 (0%) 0 326 (1.63%)
finland* 575 (85%) 850 resettlement: 850 places (2014-15) of those 300 outside ex-

isting annual quota
yes 293 (1.46%)

france* 4,590 (94%) 1,0002 a: resettlement: (2014-15)
B: Humanitarian admission Programme (2014-15)

a & B: yes (subsidiary 
protection in some cases)

2375 (11.87%)

germany* 65,325 (93%) 30,200 a: resettlement: 200 places (2014)
B: Humanitarian admission Programme: 20,000 places (2013-15)
C: Landesaufnahmeprogramme (regional family member  

admission programmes): 10,000 places (2013-undefined)

a, B & C: no 3086 (15.43%)

greece 1,705 (36%) 0 323 (1.61%)
Hungary 7,580 (68%) 30 resettlement: 30 places (2014-15) yes 307 (1.53%)
ireland* 70 (93%) 420 a: resettlement: 310 places (2014-16)

B: syrian Humanitarian admission Programme (sHaP): 110 
places (2014)

a: yes
B: no

272 (1.36%)

italy 2,020 (59%) 450 a: resettlement: 400 places
B: Private sponsorship: 50 places

a & B: Details not yet 
established

1989 (9.94%)

Latvia 75 (100%) 0 220 (1.10%)
Lithuania 20 (100%) 0 207 (1.03%)
Luxembourg 120 (50%) 60 resettlement: 60 places (2014) yes 147 (0.74%)
malta 800 (98%) 0 121 (0.60%)
netherlands* 12,445 (89%) 500 resettlement: 500 places (2014-15) yes 732 (3.66%)
Poland 495 (100%) 100 resettlement:100 places (2015-20) yes (subsidiary protection 

in some cases)
962 (4.81%)

Portugal* 165 (100%) 233 resettlement: 23 places (2014) yes 704 (3.52%)
romania 1,830 (85%) 0 657 (3.29%)
slovakia 45 (50%) 0 319 (1.60%)
slovenia 195 (33%) 0 207 (1.03%)
spain* 2,575 (96%) 130 resettlement: 130 places (2014) yes 1549 (7.75%)
sweden* 55,835 (93%) 2,700 resettlement: 2,700 places (2014-15) yes 491 (2.46%)
united  
Kingdom*

6,000 (81%) unspecified4 ad-hoc ‘vulnerable Persons relocation scheme’ (vPrs):  
unspecified number of places (approx. 300 2014-16)

no 2309 (11.54%)

ee
a

iceland 15 (50%) 0 n.a.
Liechtenstein 0 (n/a) 25 resettlement: 25 places (2014) not known n.a.
norway* 3,430 (84%) 8,500 resettlement: 2,500 places (2014-15) plus 3,000 in 2016 

and 3,000 in 2017
yes n.a.

switzerland* 7,840 (87%) 8,200 a: resettlement: 2,500 places (2013-15)
B: additional admission for family members: 4,700 places (2013)
C: Humanitarian visa programme for family members: 1,000 

places (2015-2017)

a: yes (subsidiary  
protection in some cases)
B & C: Depending on 
outcome of asylum 
procedure

n.a.

212,795 (91%) 55,5915 Total number of pledges by eu-member states

source: Communication from the Commission to the european parliament, the Council, the european economic and social Committee of the regions – a european 
agenda on migration (european Commission, 13 may 2015).

* countries with annual resettlement quota programmes: Belgium (100), Denmark (1,500 in a 3 -year multiannual quota), finland (750), france (100 dossier cases considered annually), germany (300 (500 
from 2015 onwards)), ireland (80, netherlands (2,000 in a 4 -ear multiannual quota), norway (1200), Portugal (30), spain (100), sweden (1900), switzerland (300 in a 3 year pilot programme), uK (750 yearly) 

1 Division of places between resettlement and humanitarian admission has not yet been defined for 2015. approcximately 75-80% of the toal 770 places for 2014-
15 are expected to be humanitarian admission.

2 Portugal has also admitted 70 students from syria in the framework of the global Platform for syrian students (2-year student visa).
3 143 persons had been accepted under the scheme by march 2015.
4 + an unspecified number of places under the german regional family member admission Programmes and the uK vPrs 2015-16. Humanitarian visa 

and admissions under special visa and extended stay programmes for syrian students are not included.
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b) other types of admission of syrians 

unHCr has called on states to offer half of the 130,000 

required places by means of other types of admission, not being 

resettlement. Table provides an overview of the several ad-

hoc admission programmes offered by european countries 

for the period 2013-2017, as of the time of writing. The 

table classifies programmes by type of protection offered 

(refugee status as opposed to temporary stay), and the extent 

to which these programmes take in syrians on the basis of 

protection needs and/or vulnerability criteria. 

effectively, over 38,000 (or 69%) of the 55,000 places provided 

by europe have been offered under the banner ‘other types of 

admission’. However, the different legal avenues mentioned 

under this section are not strict and do overlap. for example, 

within the german and austrian HaP, a substantial number of 

places are offered for family reunification, some humanitarian 

visa programmes allow for family reunification, and some family 

reunification programmes allow entry on humanitarian grounds. 

around 20% of ‘other ad hoc admission places’ listed in the 

table below concern vulnerable syrian cases submitted 

by unHCr. it is estimated that over 28,000 have been 

processed by embassies and concern family reunification 

or other humanitarian cases. such departures and arrivals 

are not consistently monitored by national governments. iCmC-

obtained data26 show, however, that the majority of persons 

that were submitted under these programmes have effectively 

arrived in europe, which has successfully ensured protection 

for a substantial number of syrians. 

a major outstanding issue under the german but also the uK 

programmes, will be the temporary nature of the status offered. 

in the context of the HaP, the german government has 

continuously declared that the two-year temporary status 

offered under the HaP will be renewable. since the situation 

in syria has worsened instead of improved, syrians that have 

arrived under HaP i (2013-2014) will soon need to extend 

their stay. it is hoped that renewal of status can be ensured 

without too much red tape and additional requirements, so that 

syrians can focus on their longer-term integration instead of 

keeping their lives on hold in the absence of a durable refugee 

status. 

26 see the relevant country sections in chapter 4, particularly those 
referring to austria and germany.

Humanitarian admission 

The term humanitarian admission was first used for syrians by 

germany, and later also by austria, france, ireland and the uK. 

This can be considered an umbrella term for several different 

programmes, including family reunification programmes, 

aimed at simplified, time-efficient refugee processing to 

provide temporary protection to syrian refugees.27 

Programmes under the 'humanitarian admission' banner make 

up more than half of the places currently offered by 

european countries, and include: 

•	 3 german programmes, announced in march and 

December 2013, and april 2014, providing 20,000 places 

for syrians and granting two-year temporary residence 

on arrival. 70% of the HaP cases were referred by ngos, 

family members and other sources, the remainder by 

unHCr based on vulnerability criteria. 

•	 2 austrian programmes, announced in 2013 and 2014, 

providing 1,500 places and granting refugee status on 

arrival. over half of these cases were referred by unHCr on 

the basis of resettlement vulnerability criteria, and the other 

half via church organisations and family members. 

•	 a french programme, announced in october 2013, 

providing approximately 770 places for persons referred by 

unHCr on the basis of unHCr vulnerability criteria,28 and 

granting refugee status or subsidiary protection on 

arrival.

•	 an irish programme (the syrian Humanitarian 

admission Programme-sHaP), announced in march 

2014, providing an unspecified number of places for family 

member of syrians residing in ireland. 

•	 a uK programme (the 'vulnerable Persons relocation 

scheme - vPrs'), announced in January 2014, providing 

an unspecified number of places (likely to be around 300) 

for vulnerable persons referred by unHCr, and granting 

5-year residency on arrival.

27 “The term humanitarian admission, is defined in the framework of 
The asylum, migration and integration fund (amif) as “ad-hoc 
processes whereby a member state admits a number of third-
country nationals to stay on its territory for a temporary period of 
time in order to protect them from urgent humanitarian crisis due to 
events such as political developments or conflict”. art. 2(b) of the 
amif.

28  for the french HaP, unHCr can consider ‘links with france’ 
when submitting cases, which includes language ability, family and 
friends in france.
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Table 5 - euroPean aD-HoC aDmission Programmes for syrian refugees  
(non-reseTTLemenT)

refugee sTaTus oTHer forms of ProTeCTion

Programme austrian Humanitarian 
admission 
Programmes

french 
Humanitarian 
admission 
Programme

uK 
vulnerable 
Persons 
relocation 
scheme

german Humanitarian admission 
Programmes

german 
regional 
family 
member 
admission 
Programmes

irish syrian 
Humanitarian 
admission 
Programme

swiss 
additional 
admission 
for family 
members

swiss 
Humanitarian 
visa 
Programme 
for family 
members

number of 
places

850 650 approx. 77% of 
the 1000 places 
pledged

unspeci-
fied (ap-
prox. 300)

6,100 3,400 10,500 15,000 110 4,700 1,000

Timeframe 2014-15 2014-15 2014-15 2014-
2016

2013-2015 2013-2015 2013-
2015

varied accord-
ing to federal 
state; usu-
ally timelimited 
application 
period

march-
april 2014 
application 
period, arriv-
als thereafter

september-
november 
2013 
application 
period, arriv-
als thereafter

2015-2017

recognised 
as refugees 
by receiving 
country?

yes yes yes (subsidiary 
protection for 
Palestinians 
ex-syria)

no no no no no no Dependent 
on outcome 
of asylum 
procedure

Dependent 
on outcome 
of asylum 
procedure

residency 
on arrival

Permanent 
residency

Per-
manent 
residency

10-year 
residency (1-year 
subsidiary protec-
tion automatically 
renewed)

5-year 
residency

2-year 
temporary 
residency

2-year 
temporary 
residency

2-year 
temporary 
residency

2-year 
temporary 
residency

2-year 
temporary 
residency

visitor visa 
to facilitate 
application 
for asylum

Humanitar-
ian visa to 
facilitate 
application 
for asylum

identification 
& referral

unHCr family 
members 
residing 
in austria 
Church 
organisa-
tions

unHCr unHCr unHCr 
(with 
ngoassis-
tance)

Pre-
programme 
exit visa ap-
plications et 
embassies 
in the region 
german 
parliamen-
tarians

family 
members 
residing in 
germany

family  
members 
residing in 
germany

family mem-
bers residing 
in ireland

family 
members 
residing in 
switzerland

family mem-
bers with 
subsidiary 
protection 
residing in 
switzerland

Country 
where per-
son resides 
at the time 
of referral

Jordan, 
Lebanon, 
Turkey

Jordan, 
Lebanon, 
Turkey

egypt, Jordan, 
Lebanon

egypt, iraq, 
Jordan, 
Lebanon, 
Turkey

egypt, 
Lebanon

egypt, iraq, 
Jordan, qa-
tar, Lebanon, 
Libya, syria, 
Turkey

egypt, iraq, 
Jordan, qa-
tar, Lebanon, 
Libya, syria, 
Turkey

egypt, iraq, 
Jordan, 
Lebanon, 
Libya, syria, 
Turkey

iraq, Jordan, 
Lebanon, 
Turkey, syria

egypt, iraq, 
Jordan, 
Lebanon, 
Turkey

not speci-
fied

selection 
method

Dossier 
selection

Dossier 
selection

in-country 
selection

Dossier 
selection

Dossier 
selection

Dossier 
selection

Dossier 
selection

Dossier 
selection

Dossier 
selection

Dossier 
selection

Dossier 
selection

Primary 
referral 
criteria

registra-
tion with 
unHCr

regis-
tration 
with 
unHCr 
and 
family 
links in 
austria

registration 
with unHCr

registra-
tion with 
unHCr

registration 
with unHCr 
or Caritas 
Lebanon and 
Humanitarian 
criteria as 
defined by 
the germany 
government

Humanitar-
ian criteria 
or Links to 
germany 
or ability to 
contribute to 
post-conflict 
reconstruc-
tion in syria

family  
links in 
germany 

family  
links in 
germany

family links 
in ireland

family  
links in 
switzer-
land

family links 
in switzerland
and recog-
nised as a 
refugee by 
unHCr 

use of 
specific pro-
tection and 
vulnerability 
criteria?

yes yes yes yes yes no no no yes no no

funding 
source(s)

national 
eu asylum, 
migration & 
integration 
fund (amif)

national national 
eu asylum, 
migration & 
integration 
fund (amif)

national national national 
(contribution 
by family 
members in 
some cases)

national 
(contribution 
by family 
members in 
some cases)

family 
members

family 
member

family 
members 
(for first 
3 months 
after arrival)

national

source: iCmC research and unHCr /european resettlement network (ern) data available at http://resettlement.eu/news/crisis-syria
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resettlement or HaP: What’s in a name?  
While the german HaP the irish sHaP and the uK vPrs 

provide temporary status, the austrian and french 

programmes, while called humanitarian admission, are 

effectively resettlement. Both programmes select cases on 

the basis of unHCr submission criteria and provide refugee 

status, and therefore represent a durable solution. They have 

therefore received funding under the amif. However, both 

programmes have used the expedited HaP procedure and 

are therefore classified under Humanitarian admission.

some features of programmes established to date include:

•	 use of identification and referral sources other than 

unHCr, including ngos, church organisations, family 

members in receiving countries, and self-referral by syrian 

refugees at embassies in countries of first asylum. 

•	 Consideration of cases other than those submitted on 

the basis of unHCr submission categories, though on 

the basis of vulnerability criteria. 

•	 use of expedited processing tools and procedures 

for unHCr submitted cases, including admission of prima 

facie refugees who have not undergone refugee status 

Determination (rsD).

additional admission channels for family members of 

syrians resident in europe 

since the outbreak of the conflict, syrians in europe have 

called for options to have their family members join them by 

means of safe and legal channels. in response, europe has 

looked at different ways to admit family members of syrians 

to europe. up to may 2015, almost 31,000 visas have been 

issued to syrians in refugee-hosting countries allowing them 

to travel to europe. This represents 60% of all ‘other type of 

admission places’. 

The following family reunification (sub) places have been 

provided:

•	 650 places within the 1,500 places provided by the two 

austrian Humanitarian admission Programmes (HaP) 

noted above (2013-2015).

•	 10,500 of the 20,000 places provided by the three 

german humanitarian admission programmes (HaP) 

noted above. (2013-2015).

•	 15,000 visas issued under the german regional 

admission programmes29 established by 15 (not including 

Bavaria) of the 16 german regional governments, granting 

two-year temporary residence. This programme is open-

ended and is thus still ongoing.

•	 110 visas issued under an irish programme (the 'syrian 

Humanitarian admission Programme'), which was open 

for applications in march-april 2014, and grants two-year 

temporary residence to family members of syrians in 

ireland.

•	 4,600 visas issued under a swiss programme, open for 

applications in september-november 2013, providing entry 

visas to enable asylum applications by syrian family 

members.

some common characteristics of european family admission 

programmes for syrians include:

•	 referral by a wide variety of actors: family members in 

europe, church partners, ngos and others, in addition to 

self-referrals at embassies in the region.

•	 Possibility to reunite with non-nuclear family members 

and children above 18.

•	 access to the territory through different general migration 

visa instruments incorporated in national law issued at 

embassies or consular services. These visas offer family 

members temporary residence, including the right to work, 

but in most cases no access to social benefits.

•	 a type of ‘sponsorship’ component, requiring a financial 

commitment on the part of applying relatives, ranging from 

financing travel to providing for all costs related to their 

relatives’ stay.

•	 Time-limited application periods, except for the german 

regional admission programmes, which are open-ended.

•	 Little or no consideration of individual vulnerability as 

a factor in decision-making about admission (except for the 

irish programme), with a common use of a 'first come, first 

served' rationale for approving applications.

student visa and extended stay programmes 

european responses in this context have supported entry to 

europe by syrians for the purpose of studies, and extended the 

stay of syrian students already studying in european countries. 

29  according to article 23.1 of the german residence law, regional 
governments can grant residency from a specific country for 
humanitarian reasons, independent of national programmes. 
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These programmes usually involve:

•	 assistance with exit visas and travel arrangements;

•	 the use of temporary residence permits;

•	 private and/or government funding to pay tuition fees and 

provide subsistence grants; and

•	 selection by universities and other civil society actors, with a 

focus on individual academic achievements and potential to 

contribute to syria in the future.

The following table illustrates examples of european student 

visa and extended stay programmes in france, germany, 

Portugal and sweden that have been identified over the course 

of this research. 

Humanitarian visas 

Whereas syrians were able to obtain visas before the start 

of the conflict in 2011, the issuing of short or long-term 

visas has since ceased. To provide for safe and legal entry, 

humanitarian visas have therefore been used to provide entry, 

and thus as a legal alternative to irregular migration channels. 

Humanitarian visas are issued at the discretion of individual 

states, and may enable persons arriving in the issuing country 

to access expedited asylum procedures on arrival. in order to 

apply for a humanitarian visa, the applicant must approach 

the diplomatic representation of the potential host state, who 

may process the humanitarian visa application in-country 

to identify protection needs. once a humanitarian visa has 

been issued and the migrant has entered the territory of the 

destination state, he or she can then claim asylum. The use of 

humanitarian visas for syrians by european countries has to 

date been very limited. 

•	 france has utilised humanitarian visas (so called: ‘visa 

d’asile’) on a larger scale, issuing visas to around 1,400 

syrians during 2013-2015, all of whom have applied for 

asylum in france upon arrival. 

Table 6 - sTuDenT visa anD eXTenDeD sTay Programmes
Programme global Platform for syrian 

students (Portuguese 
admissions)

german ‘leadership for 
syria’ Programme

swedish institute study 
scholarships for syrian 
students

french syrian student visa 
Programme

number of places 70 100 30 25

visa type 1-year renewable student 
visa

2 year student visa 2 year student visa 1 year student visa

Lead organisation Consortium (unCHr, the 
League of arab states, 
the Council of europe, the 
institute of international 
education and others)

german academic ex-
change service (DaaD)

swedish institute association Démocratie et 
entraide en syrie

application process online application online application  
followed by interview with 
DaaD in in istanbul,  
amman, Beirut or Bonn

online application online application

Country where person 
resides at the time of  
application

not specified any country outside of 
the eu (applications also 
accepted from within 
germany)

not specified france, iraq, Jordan,  
Lebanon, Turkey

selection criteria • recognised refugee or 
facing immediate threat 
to life 

• Prior education 
(secondary school or 
undergraduate level)

• Wish to pursue a course 
that is likely to lead to 
employement in syria

• registered with unHCr 
or residing in syria or 
germany (without legal 
residency in another eu 
country)

• Prior education  
(undergraduate level)

• undergraduate degree 
from a syrian university

• Place on a postgraduate 
programme in sweden

• aged under 28 years 
• Prior education  

(secondary school level)
• Wish to pursue specific 

study programme offered 
by the university of Créteil

funding Private donors 
international organisations

national government national government regional government

source: iCmC research with stakeholders.
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•	 switzerland will issue 1,000 humanitarian visas to syrian 

refugees with family members in switzerland as of 2015. 

These family members can apply for asylum upon arrival. 

The possibility to issue humanitarian visas is included in articles 

19 and 25 of the eu’s schengen visa Code. members of the 

european Parliament and ngos propose to further promote 

the use of humanitarian visas through this channel. 

Community-based responses to welcome syrians 

The ongoing and deepening conflict in syria has mobilised, 

since 2013, support from many civil society actors across 

europe calling for concrete measures of solidarity and 

support at european, national and local levels. Churches, 

ngos, universities, diaspora organisations and migrant 

associations and other actors have stepped in to facilitate 

family reunification and assist in contributing to (a part of ) 

the costs involved. also in other areas civil society has filled 

the many gaps left due to a substantial decrease in public 

funding for reception, social services and integration support. 

This has occurred in the context of strained reception 

systems in a number of countries due to increased arrivals 

of asylum seekers. 

These numerous initiatives may form the first seeds  

for a more structured approach in developing community-

based private sponsorship programmes, which  

already exist in australia and Canada. These programmes use 

private resources, provided by private citizens (within legal 

entities), ngos or other interested groups to enable more 

refugees to be admitted, thus adding to the national quota 

allocations.   sponsorship programmes, take place alongside 

national resettlement programmes, with private actors and 

government sharing responsibility and costs to select and 

receive a defined number of refugees from a particular country 

of first asylum, within a framework of clearly defined rights and 

responsibilities. 

sponsorship programmes can work with a range of parties 

that refer refugees to the programme, including diaspora 

communities in receiving countries, refugee assisting ngos, 

churches, universities and others.

The following provides some brief examples of the many 

community-based initiatives offered to syrians across europe:

•	 awareness-raising Campaigning: in an increasingly 

negative political climate against refugees and other 

newcomers, awareness-raising on refugee protection 

needs has become a necessity in order to maintain support 

to receive refugees in local communities. in this effort, 

the ‘refugees need a Home‘ campaign initiated by the 

finish red Cross has raised awareness on the war in syria, 

encouraging municipalities to offer more places to resettle 

refugees.

•	 supporting family reunification: ngos in germany, 

ireland and switzerland have assisted syrian communities 

to apply for family reunification and underwritten or paid for 

travel, housing, living expenses, health insurance and other 

costs.

•	 offering accommodation: in austria, Belgium, france, 

germany, italy and The netherlands, churches and private 

citizens have offered rooms, houses and buildings to 

accommodate syrians and other refugees coming to their 

communities. initiatives like the ‘refugiato a Casa mia’ 

initiative in italy has helped to host 40 families across 

regions, while the “aktion neuer nachbar” initiative by the 

archdiocese of Cologne has supported reception, housing, 

integration and the promotion of welcoming communities.

•	 supporting syrian students: The university of Créteil 

(Paris) and the association Démocratie et entraide en 

syrie has provided scholarships and subsistence support 

to 50 syrian students in france, while the global Platform 

for syrian students supported 70 syrian students from 

Lebanon, who arrived to Portugal to continue their studies. 

•	 volunteering: Thousands of volunteers across europe 

are helping syrian refugee families to find their way in their 

communities, such as in assisting with paperwork, learning 

the local language, helping children with their homework, 

looking for employment, amongst and many other forms of 

support.

The above described initiatives developed for syrian refugees, 

may serve as a first basis to explore opportunities to introduce 

structured sponsorships programmes, which can be developed 

in parallel to national resettlement quotas or of support other 

legal avenues, such as family reunification programmes.



4. european resettlement and other 
admission Programmes for syrian 
refugees
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4.1. ausTria, germany, sWiTZerLanD & LieCHTensTein

4.1.1. austria

Programme Humanitarian admission Programme (i) Humanitarian admission Programme (ii)

implementation period start: august 2013 - Completed: 2014 start: april 2014 - expected completion: 2015

Places 500 1,000

Programme  
components

resettlement (250 
persons)

admission of fam-
ily members (250 
persons)

resettlement (600 
persons)

admission of fam-
ily members (400 
persons)

identification & referral unHCr Church organisa-
tions1 and the austrian 
red Cross (based on 
suggestions by family 
members in austria)

unHCr archdiocese of vi-
enna (200 persons); 
family members in 
austria (200 persons)

Country/countries  
of first asylum

Jordan Jordan, Lebanon, 
Turkey

Jordan, Lebanon, 
Turkey

Jordan, Lebanon, 
Turkey

selection criteria unHCr submission 
categories

family links in austria2 unHCr submission 
categories

family links in to 
austria

Prioritisation of  
vulnerability criteria?

yes no yes no

final selection ministry of the interior

status on arrival refugee status

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 10,350

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 6.5%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.0012%

recognition rate 84.04%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 13,266,010

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 0.5%

1 syrian orthodox Church, Catholic Church, greek orthodox Church, archdiocese vienna
2 spouses, children, parents, siblings, grandparents and grandchildren (additional family members were considered in some cases)
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austrian resettlement & admission programmes
Despite substantial advocacy efforts from international and 

civil society organisations,3 the austrian government has long 

been reluctant to engage in resettlement. The august 2013 

announcement of a humanitarian admission programme for 

500 syrian refugees (HaP i) was therefore surprising, as 

was the further announcement less than a year later of a 

second programme (HaP ii) to receive another 1,000. The 

launch of these programmes has made austria the fourth 

largest ad-hoc respondent to the unHCr call for admission 

places for syrians, after germany, switzerland and norway. 

Despite a generally conservative political climate in austria, 

the programmes have been supported across the political 

spectrum.

following the german lead, austria makes use of expedited 

processing via the simplified HaP form (see chapter 3) and 

acceptance of referrals from sources other than unHCr.

i resettlement

although austria has used the ‘humanitarian admission’ 

label, parts of both the HaP i (250 persons) and HaP ii 

(600 persons) are effectively resettlement programmes. 

Cases are referred by unHCr according to resettlement 

submission categories,4 those arriving into austria are 

granted full refugee status, and these elements of both 

programmes are financially supported under the european 

asylum, migration & integration fund.

The 850 places for unHCr-referred cases in HaP i and 

ii were for refugees in Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey, with 

most of the 250 persons under HaP i arriving during July-

october 2014. The majority within that group were muslims 

from rural areas of syria living in urban areas of Jordan, 

including many large households with elderly parents and/or 

dependent children over 18.

for unHCr cases with iCrC travel documents, the time 

between selection and departure was 4-6 weeks. as a pre-

departure leaflet distributed to refugees was reported to be 

insufficient, unHCr-referred cases for HaP ii will receive a 

3 The arge resettlement Working group, comprised of unHCr, 
iom and 3 ngos (red Cross, Diakonie and Caritas austria) has 
led advocacy for austria to engage in resettlement for several years.

4 Legal and physical protection needs, women and girls at risk, 
survivors of violence and torture, older refugees at risk, and medical 
needs/disabilities.

2-day pre-departure cultural orientation programme provided 

by iom austria.

ii admission of family members

The remaining 650 places in HaP i and ii were referred 

by church and civil society partners, pre-selected from 

applications by family members residing in austria, with the 

ministry of the interior making the final selection. admission 

of family members under HaP i enabled a rapid response, 

with first arrivals within 3 months of the programme’s launch.

ngos criticised pre-selection by church organisations,5 

concerned that 88% of cases selected were Christians. 

additionally, and although the final selection of cases by 

the ministry of the interior incorporates consideration of 

vulnerability criteria, vulnerability is not the primary rationale 

for selection decisions.

Just over 75% of family members arriving via HaP i 

departed from Lebanon, and the majority of the remaining 

25% from Turkey. all were provided with travel documents 

by the austrian government. iom carried out pre-departure 

medical screenings and arranged travel for groups of up to 

30 persons at a time. applying family members in austria 

were responsible for reimbursing the cost of travel. The time 

between selection and departure was 2-3 weeks.

Within the HaP ii family member admission component (400 

places), 200 persons were pre-selected by the archdiocese 

of vienna, and 200 from individual applications submitted 

directly to the ministry of the interior by family members 

during a 2-week application period in July 2014.6 HaP ii 

family members will arrive throughout 2015.

reception & integration
reception and integration arrangements for syrians arriving 

via the HaP i and HaP ii programmes differ considerably 

depending on how cases are referred.

5 Kleine Zeitung: ‘ngo-Kritik an Bevorzugung christlicher flüchtlinge’ 
(3 september 2013); Die Presse.:flüchtlings-streit: ‘sPÖ redet 
Christenverfolgung klein’ (7 september 2013)

6 more than 2.000 applications were submitted to the ministry during 
the 2-week period.
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all cases are initially accommodated in a central reception 

facility in Traiskirchen, near vienna, for up to 10 days,7 

during which the administrative granting of refugee status is 

completed. all are eligible for 4 months financial and advisory 

support available to all refugees in austria, after which point 

they are eligible to access mainstream social welfare.

The Working group on Humanitarian admission (arge 

Humanitarian admission), comprised of the ngos red 

Cross, Diakonie and Caritas, is contracted by the national 

government until april 20158 to provide additional support for 

unHCr-referred syrian arrivals. support covers arranging 

accommodation, and providing orientation, language tuition, 

and education and employment counselling.9 The Working 

group distributes unHCr-referred arrivals to accommodation 

across the country based on availability, ranging from larger 

facilities with an ngo presence to individual places in small 

bed and breakfast/hostel facilities.

applying family members are responsible for providing 

accommodation for relatives arriving via the family admission 

components of HaP i and ii, who are not able to access the 

additional support provided by the Working group.

7 as integration support services were put in place only after the first 
groups had arrived, some early arrivals spent several weeks at the 
reception facility.

8 at the time of writing, it is not yet clear if integration support 
currently provided by the Working group will be extended beyond 
april 2015.

9 The call for expressions of interest to provide reception and 
integration support was published at https://www.pep-online.
a t / C P / e Te n d e r . a s p x ? i d = 5 C 9 2 7 C f 3 - 6 3 f 1 - 4 6 7 D - B 2 8 2 -
eC5B04B499f3&action=show.

reception and integration for syrian 
refugees in vienna – a view from 
Diakonie...

130 of the first 250 unHCr-referred syrian 

refugees arriving in austria are housed in ‘integration 

apartments’ on the outskirts of vienna, where they 

receive support from the ngo Diakonie.

“Diakonie provides individual advice, community 

services and start-up housing for refugee and migrant 

populations in vienna. We have incorporated integration 

measures for syrians - housing, educational support 

and social counselling. - into this wider framework. of 

crucial importance is legal advice on family reunification, 

often a first priority for new arrivals. We’ve also 

developed additional measures to aid orientation and 

build welcome, such as a volunteer ‘buddy’ system that 

matches new arrivals with local residents.

To help ensure new arrivals can access basic 

services, we’ve developed a range of partnerships 

with mainstream local actors, including schools and 

employment centres. of particular concern for the 

syrian arrivals is the lack of timely access to specialist 

psychological support, for which there is a great need 

amongst them. The medical and psychological state 

of many of the new arrivals has also really made it 

difficult for them to engage in activities such as 

language learning.

Working in a neighbourhood with many different 

migrant groups, we have experienced difficulties in 

providing services where people may have different 

rights and entitlements according to how they arrived. 

We try to minimise this by making our services as 

accessible as they can be for everyone. for the syrian 

arrivals, we’re of course quite concerned about what 

will happen when our contract to deliver integration 

measures expires in april 2015”

Carina Pachler, Diakonie vienna
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4.1.2. germany1011

Programme* Humanitarian admission 
Programme i (HaP i)

Humanitarian admission  
Programme ii (HaP ii)

Humanitarian admission  
Programme iii (HaP iii)

implementation 
period

start: June 2013  
Completed 2014

start: December 2013  
Completed 2014

start: July 2014  
expected completion: 2015

Places 5,000 5,000 10,000

identification & 
referral (number 
of persons)

unHCr, 
with the 
ngo 
Caritas 
Lebanon 
(total 
3,100  
persons

- german 
parliamentarians 
(national/regional) 
- Pre-programme 
exit visa applica-
tions at german 
embassies in the 
region (1,600 
persons)
- 300 identified 
and referred to 
the federal office 
for migration and 
refugees by 
Caritas Lebanon

unHCr 
(1,000 
persons)

- german 
parliamen-
tarians 
(national/re-
gional) - Pre-
programme 
exit visa 
applications 
at german 
embas-
sies in the 
region (500 
persons)

family 
members 
in 
germany 
(3500 
persons)

unHCr 
(2,000 
persons)

- german 
parliamentar-
ians (national/
regional) 
- exit visa 
applications 
at german 
embassies 
in the region 
made prior 
to the start 
of the HaP 
programmes 
(1,000  
persons)

family 
members in 
germany 
(7,000 
persons)

Primary selection 
criteria

unHCr 
submis-
sion 
criteria

Humanitarian 
criteria10 to 
germany11 or to 
make a notable 
contribution to 
post-conflict 
reconstruction in 
syria

unHCr 
submis-
sion 
criteria

Humanitarian 
criteria to 
germany 
or to make 
a notable 
contribution to 
post-conflict 
reconstruction 
in syria

family 
links

unHCr 
submis-
sion 
criteria

Humanitarian 
criteria to  
germany 
or to make 
a notable 
contribution to 
post-conflict 
reconstruction 
in syria

family 
links

Prioritisation of vul-
nerability criteria?

yes no yes no no yes no no

Country/coun-
tries of first 
asylum

Lebanon egypt, iraq, 
Jordan, Lebanon, 
Turkey (also refer-
rals from inside 
syria)

Lebanon Lebanon, 
egypt

egypt, iraq, 
Jordan, Leba-
non, Libya, 
Turkey (also 
referrals from 
inside syria)

egypt, iraq, 
Jordan, 
Lebanon, 
Libya, Turkey 
(also refer-
rals from 
inside syria)

final selection federal office for migration and refugees - Bmi

status on arrival 2-year temporary residence permit (with option to extend once for a further two years)

* this table does not include the 15 regional admission programmes for syrian family members established by all german regional governments except Bavaria (see ‘regional admission programmes for family members’, below)

10 families with children, women in vulnerable situations, medical cases (an upper limit of 3% of all admissions was set for medical cases), members of 
religious minorities in special need of protection.

11 family ties, previous residence, language skills.
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The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 65,325

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 41%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.0008%

recognition rate 93.05%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 674,323,743

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 25%

german resettlement & admission programmes
With a pre-conflict syrian population of approximately 30,000 

persons, calls from diaspora and civil society for germany to 

respond to the syrian crisis came soon after the start of 

the conflict in early 2011. receiving broad support across 

the german political spectrum and from a large section of 

the general public, they asked that the german government 

offer both humanitarian aid and safe access channels for 

syrians to come to germany.

germany is to date the third largest national donor of 

humanitarian aid for syria and its neighbouring countries. 

in addition to pledging 20,000 places for syrians through 3 

national humanitarian programmes, the german government 

has led calls for a coordinated european response to the 

syrian refugee crisis. in october 2014 the government 

convened the 'Conference on the syrian refugee situation 

- supporting stability in the region' and called on member 

states to signifcantly expand their contributions:

'if the remaining 27 member states would involve 

themselves according to their size and capability, like 

germany, then we could secure the survival of families 

and children and offer them long-term prospects.'

gerd müller, german federal minister  
for economic Cooperation & Development

i resettlement

in 2012 the german government established a small-scale 

resettlement programme, operated in conjunction with 

unHCr and providing 300 places each year. from 2015 

the annual quota will be increased to 500 places. refugees 

selected for resettlement are granted 3-year temporary 

residency, renewable on an annual basis, and permanent 

residence can be applied for after 5 years of legal residency.12 

200 places of the 2014 german resettlement quota were 

reserved for refugees to be resettled from within syria,13 

including iraqis, somalis, stateless Palestinians, ethiopians 

and afghanis.

ii Humanitarian admission

The german government initially considered that the 

protection needs of syrian refugees were short-term, and 

could be met by providing temporary protection until the 

conflict was resolved. They also recognised the need for 

large-scale, organised movement of refugees out of the 

region surrounding syria so as to facilitate this protection. 

The national resettlement programme was not considered to 

be a suitable mechanism for such a response, due both to 

its purpose of providing long-term durable solutions and its 

inability to facilitate rapid and substantial admissions.

on march 20 2013, the german government announced a 

first humanitarian admission programme (HaP i), providing 

5,000 places for syrian refugees. 2 subsequent humanitarian 

admission programmes (HaP ii and iii), announced in December 

2013 and april 2014, brought the total places offered by the 

3 programmes to 20,000. germany thus became the first 

european country to commit to large-scale, ad-hoc admission 

of syrians outside of regular resettlement quotas.

To effect greater capacity to process cases and facilitate 

arrivals, the german humanitarian admission programmes 

have made use of expedited processing and a range of 

referral sources.

12 from 2015, those resettled to germany will be recognised as refugees 
and will be able to apply for permanent residency after three years. 

13 selected on the basis of unHCr dossiers and video interviews via 
the unHCr office in Damascus. 
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unHCr is responsible for referrals for 6,000 of the 20,000 

places available across the 3 programmes, based on unHCr 

resettlement submission categories and using the simplified 

HaP form. (see chapter 2) unHCr referrals for HaP i 

(3,100 persons) and HaP ii (1,000 persons) were from 

Lebanon. in order to respond to the increasingly insecure 

situation of syrian refugees in egypt, in HaP iii the countries 

of first asylum for unHCr referrals (2,000 persons) include 

both Lebanon and egypt.

in HaP i, the ngo Caritas Lebanon, which provides 

humanitarian assistance in both camps and urban areas in 

Lebanon, identified and referred 300 persons referred 300 

persons to the federal office for migration and refugees

3,100 places across the 3 german programmes are cases 

'known to' the ministry of the interior and the foreign ministry, 

via referrals from german national and regional parliamentarians, 

or applications for entry visas at german embassies in the 

region made prior to the start of the HaP programmes.

HaP ii and iii introduced a substantial new referral role for 

syrian nationals14 resident in germany, who can apply for family 

members resident in syria, neighbouring countries, egypt and 

Libya to join them in germany. HaP ii created 3,500 places for 

referrals by family members, and a further 7,000 places are 

included in HaP iii.

quotas for places available for referrals by family members are 

set for each region in germany using the numerical key through 

which asylums seekers are distributed across the national 

territory.15 family members are required to lodge applications at 

their local foreigners office (applications outside of the federal 

state where they reside are not permitted), who then forward 

applications to the federal office for migration and refugees. 

The ministry selects cases on a ‘first come, first served’ basis, 

without consideration of vulnerability criteria.16 family members 

should normally pay for and organise travel to germany, and 

a legal commitment by family members to part-finance the 

14 referring family members are not required to be refugees or to have 
a refugee background.

15 The Königssteiner schlüssel distribution key guides the distribution 
of asylum seekers across the 16 german federal states, using 
indicators including tax income and population. Distribution is 
calculated on an annual basis.

16 although not a formal requirement some regional governments take 
into account and prioritise vulnerability criteria before submitting 
cases to the federal office.

costs of reception and stay is viewed positively within the pre-

selection process in some of the regional governments.

syrians arriving via the 3 german humanitarian admission 

programmes are granted 2-year temporary residency with the 

possibility to renew for an additional 2 years. although german 

humanitarian admission programmes were initially established 

to provide temporary protection, the german government has 

recently stated that the lack of a foreseeable political solution 

to the syrian conflict means persons arriving under these 

programmes are expected to stay permanently. 

at february 2015, 11,321 persons had arrived through HaP 

i, ii and iii, and had reported their arrival17, 85% of which 

were families. 52% departed from Lebanon, 35% from inside 

syria, and the remainder from Turkey, egypt, iraq, Jordan and 

qatar. approximately 60% of the group were persons over 

18 and 30% younger than 12 years old. 60% were muslims 

and 20% Christians, with the remainder of unknown or no 

religious affiliation.

iii regional admission programmes for family members

in June 2013, the german Conference of the ministers of the 

interior18 announced that regional governments were free to 

establish admission programmes for family members of syrians 

resident in germany. This decision was taken in response to 

widespread calls from syrian communities in germany for 

increased opportunities for family members to join them.

following this announcement, 15 of the 16 german federal 

states19 implemented programmes that allowed syrians20 

resident in participating states to apply for a temporary 

residence permit on humanitarian grounds for spouses, 

immediate relatives21 or members of the wider family.22 

relatives can be those with syrian nationality or stateless 

persons, residing in syria, its neighbouring countries or 

17 at the time of writing, approximately 17,500 visas have been issued 
under the programme. as persons selected based on their family 
member’s referral are required to report their arrival individually, a 
substantial number of arrivals is not included in the figure stated.

18 The german Conference of the ministers of the interior is held twice 
a year (with additional sessions held in case of urgent developments) 
and is attended by all regional ministers for the interior and the 
federal state minister.

19 excluding Bavaria.
20 Limited to syrians with german citizenship or a permanent or 

temporary residence permit issued prior to January 2013.
21 Parents and children.
22 grandparents, grandchildren and siblings.
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egypt.23 The 15 regional programmes originally offered a 

varying number of places, with the largest programme of 1,000 

places provided by north rhine-Westphalia. quotas for nearly 

all programmes have since been continued for applications 

but will phase out in Jylu 2015.

Documentary proof of family relationships is generally 

accepted, although Dna testing has been used in a limited 

number of cases.

family members lodging applications must provide proof that 

they have the financial means to cover all costs related to their 

23 The programme is based on article 23/1 of the german residence 
law, which grants regional governments the right to grant residency 
to groups of persons from a specific country for humanitarian 
reasons, independent of national programmes. regional 
governments are free to set individual quotas, reception conditions 
and other programme aspects.

relatives' travel to and stay in germany, and sign a legally 

binding letter of intent to provide for such. in July 2014, in 

response to concerns at the considerable financial burden 

borne by receiving family members, all participating regional 

governments have agreed to pay health-related expenses. 

regional governments have also accepted underwriting of 

family members' financial commitments by both individuals 

and organisations.24

However, the feasibility of long-term financial commitments 

by family members remains questionable. To date, 16% of 

family members arriving via these programmes have claimed 

asylum in germany, reportedly due to their families' inability 

to continue supporting them. regional governments differ 

24 mostly church organisations and some groups of private individuals.

yamen o. works as an architect in the german federal state of north rhine-Westphalia. in 
2014, he successfully applied for his parents and 2 siblings to join him in germany via the 
regional admission programme for family members:

“i wanted my family to come because i expected the situation to escalate, so i worked on it for 3 years. my brother and sister 

were rejected at the embassy several times, getting visitor visas was impossible and my parents only wanted to come if my 

siblings would be able to come first. Last september, i accidentally discovered the federal state family member admission 

programme on facebook and i applied. The local foreigners office calculated my living costs, based on my last 3 months’ 

payslips and factors such as my marital status and dependant family members. everything above that subsistence was 

included in a calculation of what i would be able to provide for my family. €300 per month was required for each family member 

in north rhine-Westphalia, but that’s good compared to other regions - in Berlin a €2,500 net monthly wage is required just for 

personal subsistence, and nobody has that much money. it’s for this reason that my cousin and lots of friends of mine could 

not bring their family over. Thank god it worked out for me, also because i only have 4 relatives - some have many more.

my family has been here for a month and we are struggling, but we know there is no way back. ‘Home’ does not exist anymore 

- it was bombed, and we have to find a solution here. We want my family to learn german and find work as soon as possible 

so that they can stand on their own feet. i hope that we will find a way.”
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significantly on assessing eligibility of these claimants for 

mainstream asylum support.25

at march 2015, a total of 13,500 entry visas had been issued 

under the regional family admission programmes. By the 

end of 2014, 6,120 visa holders had arrived in germany. This 

number only reflects those who have registered their arrival 

with the local office for migrants. The actual number of 

arrivals is expected to be substantially higher.

reception & integration
reception and integration arrangements for syrians arriving 

via HaP i, ii and iii programmes differ considerably depending 

both on which programme facilitates their arrival and how 

they are referred, as below:

resettlement Humanitarian admission regional admission 
programmes for family 
members

Without family links With family links

Travel arrangements assisted group travel26 assisted group travel self-organised27 self-organised

Pre-departure cultural 
orientation

yes yes no no

reception 2-week stay in central-
ised reception

2-week stay in central-
ised reception

Direct reception by 
family members

Direct reception by 
family members

Permission to work yes yes yes yes

access to general 
welfare system

yes yes yes no

Legal right to  
integration course

yes yes yes no (though possible if 
spaces are available)

integration subsidy for 
municipalities

yes (for a period of 2 
years after arrival)

yes (for a period of 2 
years after arrival)

yes (for a period of 2 
years after arrival)

no

Placement via 
Königssteiner  
schlüssel

yes yes yes no28

4.1.3. switzerland

The broader context (2011-2014)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 7,840

Percentage share of total syrian asylum application submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 3.7%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.1%

recognition rate 88.49%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 114.006.386

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 4,2%

25 The ministry of the interior has stated that lodging an asylum application does not imply a change in purpose of the original residence permit, and 
that families' financial commitments therefore remain unchanged.

26 from september 2013 to July 2014, refugees departed every 2 weeks in groups of 300.
27 requirement to organise travel within 3 months of notification of selection (delays due to medical reasons allowed in exceptional circumstances).
28 Persons received by family members are factored into future distributions made via the Königssteiner schlüssel for the relevant federal state.
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resettlement
switzerland does not have a resettlement quota 

programme, and initially restricted its response to the 

syrian refugee crisis to several ad-hoc admissions in 

cooperation with unHCr.29 in october 2013, following 

ngo advocacy and strong political leadership from the 

centre-left, the swiss government announced a 3-year 

pilot resettlement programme to resettle 500 vulnerable 

refugees30 from syria during 2013-15.31 switzerland is one 

of the few european countries to resettle refugees from 

within syria. in march 2015, the government announced 

an additional 2,000 resettlement places for 2015-17.

refugees are identified and referred by unHCr, and 

selected either via government-led selection missions or 

video interviews. in may 2014, 113 syrian refugees were 

selected via a mission to Lebanon. a further group of 87 

refugees from within syria (26 iraqis and 61 Palestinians) 

were selected through video interviews conducted via the 

unHCr office in Damascus. all 200 were selected based 

on specific vulnerability criteria32 and 'proven willingness 

to integrate' after arrival into switzerland. 192 of the 

group were in families and 8 were single persons, and 

approximately 60% were children and young people. all 

200 had arrived in switzerland end 2014.

Pre-departure cultural orientation for those resettled 

from countries other than syria is provided by iom33. iom, 

unHCr, iCrC, the swiss embassy in Beirut and the swiss 

state secretariat for migration together coordinate travel 

arrangements.

additional selection missions to Lebanon and video 

interviews with refugees in Jordan are planned for 2015.

29 36 refugees from Lebanon in september 2012, referred by 
unHCr; 37 iraqi and Palestinian refugees from syria in march 
2013, referred by unHCr and selected via video interview.

30 at least 7% of the 500 places are allocated for medical cases, people 
with disabilities and older people, and 40-60% are for women/girls. 

31 iraqis, Palestinians and syrians residing in syria or neighbouring 
countries.

32 victims of torture/trauma (32 persons), disabled persons (4 
persons), medical cases (26 persons), women and girls at risk 
(5 persons) elderly persons (3 persons) and victims of sexual and 
gender-based violence (1). 

33 refugees departing to switzerland from within syria do not receive 
any cultural orienation due to the security situation.

Those resettled to switzerland are recognised as refugees, 

and are eligible to access social welfare until they find 

employment. on arrival, refugees spend approximately 

10 days at a reception centre, during which time they 

complete a short interview, undergo a health examination 

and complete procedures necessary for residency 

documentation to be issued. They are then transferred to 

longer term housing in a swiss region (canton).

Cantons participate in receiving resettled refugees on a 

voluntary basis. Participating cantons receive a lump sum 

payment per refugee received (CH20,000 - approximately 

€ 16,500), and are required to draft a 2-year integration 

programme based on 8 goals set by the government,34 

and canton integration programmes are monitored by an 

external company contracted by the national government. 

refugees agree upon individual integration plans with 

integration coaches upon arrival. unwillingness to follow 

the plan can result in reduced eligibility for integration 

support.

additional admission channels for family members
in september 2013, the swiss government published a 

directive alleviating conditions for syrians legally residing 

in switzerland35 to apply for a 90-day visitor visa for 

their relatives.36 applying family members were initially 

required to finance travel to switzerland, a commitment 

later extended to costs related to housing, living expenses, 

and health insurance for the first 3 months after arrival. in 

many cases, financial commitments were underwritten by 

ngos, in particular the swiss red Cross. 8,200 applications 

were received within 3 months of the programme's 

announcement, when the directive was revised due to 

unexpectedly high numbers of applications. By february 

2015, 4,600 applications had been approved and 4,200 

persons had travelled to switzerland.

many of those arriving via the programme have applied 

for a temporary residence permit issued by the canton, 

which enables them to stay with their relatives and limits 

34 Covering drafting and evaluating individual integration plans, access 
to education for children (including pre-school age), language 
competence, access to healthcare and appropriate housing, and 
basic knowledge about swiss society.

35 with a naturalized status or residence permit of type B/C.
36 (including next to the core family, children aged over 18, parents, 

grandparents, grandchildren and siblings and their core family).
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but does not fully prevent access to the labour market and 

social welfare.

Humanitarian visas
in 2012, the swiss government revised the basis on which 

swiss embassies can issue humanitarian visas. Prior to the 

revision, visas were issued to all those able to evidence a 

need for international protection. The revision limited visas 

to those applying only in their country of origin, and made 

issuance dependent solely on government discretion. 

although applications from persons in third countries are 

accepted only in very rare cases, in 2014 swiss embassies 

in Lebanon and Turkey issued visas to 4 and 12 persons, 

respectively.

in march 2015, the swiss government announced plans 

to issue an additional 1,000 humanitarian visas to syrian 

refugees with family members granted temporary 

protection in switzerland in the context of the crisis.

4.1.4. Liechtenstein

The broader context (2011-2014)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 0

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) n/a

syrian asylum applications per capita n/a

recognition rate n/a.

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 228,681

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 0.008%

Liechtenstein does not have an annual resettlement 

quota programme, but in october 2013 decided to 

resettle a family of 5 persons as a pilot exercise. The 

family was selected in Jordan based on a unHCr dossier 

submission and subsequent video interview, and arrived 

in Liechtenstein in august 2014. Travel was coordinated 

by iom, and arranged together with that for refugees 

resettled to switzerland. Based on this experience, the 

government pledged a further 25 resettlement places for 

refugees from syria. 17 syrian refugees (5 families) have 

since been selected in Turkey and are expected to arrive 

by mid-2015. refugees resettled to Liechtenstein receive 

a residence permit issued to foreigners intending to 

residing in Liechtenstein for more than 12 months, and are 

eligible to access social welfare. The office for foreigners & 

Passports, in cooperation with the federal office for social 

services and the ngo Caritas refugee aid Liechtenstein, 

provide integration support including housing, language 

tuition and post-arrival cultural orientation.
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4.2. THe BeneLuX & franCe

4.2.1. Belgium

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 5,510

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 2.6%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.05%

recognition rate 94.05%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 27,920,066

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 1%

following several ad-hoc resettlement initiatives during 

2009-12, in 2013 the Belgian government established an 

annual resettlement quota programme providing 100 

places. Belgium had initially reserved a total of 150 places 

within its quota programmes for 2014 and 2015 (75 per 

year) for syrian refugees. in november 2014, in response to 

unHCr's calls, the Belgian government announced that the 

2015 resettlement quota would be doubled to 300 places, 

including 225 allocated to syrians and iraqis.37

refugees resettled to Belgium are identified and referred 

by unHCr, and selected during missions carried out by the 

Belgian office of the Commissioner general for refugees 

and stateless Persons (Cgrs). in June 2014, the federal 

agency for the reception of asylum seekers (feDasiL), 

responsible for pre-departure cultural orientation and post-

arrival reception and integration, organised an exploratory 

mission to Turkey to meet with stakeholders and assess 

operational challenges for resettlement. a subsequent 

selection mission took place in in august 2014, resulting in 

the selection of 20 families and 12 single persons. Delays in 

obtaining travel documents and exit visas38 meant the first 

group of 22 persons arrived in Belgium only in December 

2014. The remainder travelled to Belgium in smaller groups, 

the last of whom arrive in early 2015.

Those resettled to Belgium are recognised as refugees. They 

spend 6 weeks in a central reception facility39 before moving 

to individual housing in municipalities. feDasiL coordinates 

the provision of housing with local welfare agencies (CPass/

oCmWs) that volunteer to receive refugees, and reception 

and integration support is provided by the Belgian ngos 

Caritas international and Convivial.

4.2.2. Luxembourg

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 120

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 0.05%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.02%

recognition rate 68.75%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 15,712,972

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 0.58%

37 With a focus on the yezidi minority and Christians.
38 The Turkish government does not recognise iCrC travel documents. While the Turkish Temporary Protection Directive (implemented in october 2014) and the 

residence permit issued to syrians under this directive remove the requirement to obtain exit visas for those selected for resettlement to other countries, registration 
and issuing of relevant documents has been delayed.

39 groups arriving in Belgium are placed in one of two reception centres in Pondrome (Wallonia) or sint Truiden (flanders).
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Whilst Luxembourg does not have an annual resettlement 

quota programme, it has carried out periodic ad-hoc 

resettlement since the 1970s. in august 2013, in response to 

unHCr's calls, the government announced 60 resettlement 

places for vulnerable syrian refugee families with children.

in february 2014, a joint selection mission to Jordan with the 

Dutch government resulted in the selection of 28 refugees 

(5 families with 16 children) who arrived into Luxembourg in 

april 2014. a second selection mission to Turkey in December 

2014 selected 32 syrian refugees to fill the remaining places. 

iom provided pre-departure medical checks and arranged 

travel (including travel documentation).

Those resettled to Luxembourg are granted refugee status, 

generally within 60 days after arrival. reception and 

integration is coordinated by the Luxembourg reception 

and integration agency (oLai) in the ministry for family 

and integration. resettled refugees are initially placed in 

a centralised reception facility also used to accommodate 

asylum seekers, where it is anticipated they will stay for a 

period of several months until individual housing can be 

arranged.

at the December 2014 ministerial-level pledging 

conference, the government of Luxembourg committed 

to welcoming an as yet unspecified number of resettled 

syrian refugees during 2015.

4.2.3. The netherlands

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 12,445

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 5.85%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.07%

recognition rate 90.63%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 128,826,634

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 4.79%

The netherlands established an annual quota resettlement 

programme in the mid1980’s, and currently receives an 

average of 500 resettled refugees each year.40 in september 

2014, the Dutch Parliament adopted a motion asking the 

government to provide 250 resettlement places for syrian 

refugees additional to the quota programme. although the 

Dutch government did not act on this proposal, it has since 

2013 allocated resettlement places from within the existing 

quota for syrian refugees.

The 2013 Dutch resettlement programme resettled 73 syrian 

refugees, of whom 38 were selected on a dossier basis. in the 

2014 programme, a total of 277 syrian refugees were resettled 

to the netherlands, with 253 selected during missions to 

Jordan, Lebanon and Thailand, and 24 on a dossier basis. 

250 places within the 2015 quota programme have been 

40 The Dutch government currently operates a 4-year multiannual 
resettlement quota programme (2,000 places). The current quota 
period is 2012-2015. 

allocated to syrian refugees the majority of whom are due to 

be selected via missions to Lebanon and Turkey.

The Dutch immigration & naturalisation service (inD), in 

consultation with the Central agency for the reception 

of asylum seekers & refugees (Coa), selects refugees for 

resettlement using unHCr submission categories and 

an assessment of individual potential to integrate in the 

netherlands. all selected refugees receive 3 pre-departure 

cultural orientation sessions provided by the Coa.

Those resettled to the netherland are recognised as 

refugees, and are eligible to access the mainstream 

integration programme and social welfare. Coa coordinates 

direct reception in individual housing in cooperation with 

municipalities, who can volunteer to receive resettled 

refugees as part of their overall 'refugee quota' agreed every 

6 months. 
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4.2.4. france

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 4,590

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 2%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.01%

recognition rate 94.5%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 62,288,909

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 2.3%

Programme Humanitarian admission & resettlement Humanitarian admission & resettlement Humanitarian visas

implementation 
period

start: January 2014  
Completed february 2015

start: January 2015  
expected completion December 2015

unspecified (existing 
mechanism)

Places 500 500 n/a

Programme  
components

resettlement 
(115 persons)

Humanitarian admis-
sion (385 persons)

resettlement41 Humanitarian 
admission

Target groups syrian refugees and 
refugees ex-syria 
(including stateless 
Palestinians)

syrian refugees and 
refugees ex-syria 
(including stateless 
Palestinians)

syrian refugees and 
refugees ex-syria 
(including stateless 
Palestinians)

syrian refugees and 
refugees ex-syria 
(including stateless 
Palestinians)

n/a

identification & 
referral

unHCr unHCr unHCr unHCr self-referral via applica-
tions at french consulates 
in syria or country of first 
asylum

Country/coun-
tries of first 
asylum

Jordan, Lebanon Jordan, Lebanon, 
egypt

Jordan, Lebanon,
egypt

Jordan, Lebanon various

selection criteria unHCr submis-
sion categories

unHCr submission 
categories; 'con-
nection with france' 
(not mandatory)

unHCr submis-
sion categories

unHCr submission 
categories; ‘con-
nection with france’ 
(not mandatory)

self-referral via ap-
plication

Prioritisation of vul-
nerability criteria?

yes yes yes yes yes (presumed pro-
tection need)

final selection asylum service 
of the ministry of 
interior (dossier 
submissions42)

ofPra43 and the 
ministry of interior

asylum service 
of the ministry of 
interior (dossier 
submissions44)

ofPra and the 
ministry of interior

Consulate determines if 
visa will be issued; french 
mainstream asylum system 
determines asylum claim

status on arrival refugee status Humanitarian entrant 
(visa holder)

41 The number of places allocated for resettlement & humanitarian admission for 2015 is yet to be specified.
42 ‘Dossier submissions’ refer to selection made solely on the basis of case files submitted by unHCr, with no selection interview.
43 office français de protection des réfugiés et apatrides.
44 ‘Dossier submissions’ refer to selection made solely on the basis of case files submitted by unHCr, with no selection interview.
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The french resettlement & humanitarian admission 
programme
france has implemented a resettlement programme since 

2008, via which the french government guarantees unHCr 

that it will examine a minimum of 100 resettlement dossier 

submissions each year. numbers of resettled refugees 

arriving into france via the annual programme have 

remained small. The syrian refugee crisis has provided 

new impetus for france to expand its programme, using 

new coordination and reception mechanisms, selection 

procedures, ngo partners, and expedited processing of 

resettlement dossiers.

following a visit to Jordan, and response to the unHCr 

call for resettlement or other forms of admission of syrian 

refugees, in october 2013 the french President announced 

the admission of 500 syrian refugees and refugees ex-

syria from egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey and iraq via 

resettlement (115 persons) and humanitarian admission 

(385 persons). at the end of 2013, reception agreements 

for the new programme were signed between the ministry 

of the interior and 3 ngo partners.45 in november 2014, the 

government announced a further programme providing 

an additional 500 places for 2015.

i resettlement

Persons admitted via the resettlement programme must 

be recognised as refugees by unHCr. Cases are referred 

by unHCr via dossier submission, to the asylum service of 

the ministry of interior, which is responsible for considering 

cases and making final decisions in consultation with 

other ministerial services (ministry of foreign affairs, 

ofPra and security services). Decisions are taken within 1 

month, compared to 6 months in the annual resettlement 

programme, and the average time between decision and 

arrival is 1 month.

iom provides pre-departure assistance and health checks, 

and coordinates travel arrangements. When a group is 

larger than 15 persons, iom provides a 1-day pre-departure 

45 adoma in the department of isère and municipalities of Le Havre, 
Bourges, apt and grenoble, Coallia in Châtillon-sur-seine, rennes 
and saint-Brieuc and association de soutien de la Dordogne in 
municipalities of Jumilhac-le-grand and La Coquille in Dordogne.

cultural orientation programme.46

Within the annual resettlement programme, refugees are 

required to lodge an asylum claim with ofPra on arrival, 

with refugee status usually granted within 3 months. for 

the syrian programme ofPra protection officers visit 

reception locations within 10 days of refugees arriving to 

conduct interviews and deliver identity and protection 

documents, including those relating to refugee status.47

By november 2014, 115 refugees had departed for france 

from Jordan and Lebanon. refugees admitted under the 

2015 programmes are due to arrive by the end of 2015.

ii Humanitarian admission

Cases arriving through the humanitarian admission 

programme are selected based on unHCr submission 

categories, via selection missions conducted by ofPra 

and the french ministry of interior in Jordan, Lebanon and 

egypt. a supplementary, optional selection criterion of 

'connection with france' (for example through a previous 

period of study, language ability, and/or family and friends 

in france) may also be considered within the selection 

process. Persons with medical needs and Palestinians 

at risk of forcible return to syria are being prioritized for 

departures. asylum claims are resolved during selection 

mission interviews, and refugees are granted refugee 

status or subsidiary protection on arrival.

iom is in charge of pre-departure assistance, health checks 

and travel arrangements. When the group is larger than 

fifteen individuals, syrian refugees admitted under both 

programmes take part in a one-day pre-departure cultural 

orientation programme delivered by iom.48

388 refugees, including an unspecified number of 

Palestinians ex-syria, were selected during three missions 

46 The programme is based on the information booklet about the 
resettlement programme and life in france developed by iom, the 
french asylum service and forum réfugiés-Cosi in 2009. The 
booklet has been updated and adapted for syrians by the asylum 
service of the ministry of interior.

47 The french government does not consider that a post-arrival asylum 
procedure is necessary for syrian refugees, as unHCr files are 
sufficiently recently prepared.

48 The programme is based on the information booklet about the 
resettlement programme and life in france developed by iom, the 
french asylum service and forum réfugiés-Cosi in 2009. The 
booklet has been updated and adapted to syrians, by the french 
asylum service.
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- 52 from egypt, 162 from Lebanon and 174 from Jordan. 

The average time between decision and arrival was 

approximately 2 months.

reception & integration
Toward the end of 2013, the ministry of the interior 

appointed a Préfet49 to oversee placement, coordinate pre-

arrival planning in with the contracted ngos, and engage 

other stakeholders (including local authorities, schools, 

healthcare providers and social landlords). additionally, in 

february 2014, the french government launched a call via 

the network of french mayors for cities to offer places to 

receive refugees. Launched during a pre-election period, the 

appeal received very few positive responses, largely from 

municipalities located in rural areas. The call was renewed in 

february 2015 for the new programme.

The Préfet and participating ngos coordinate the distribution 

of refugees, based on the availability of housing in areas not 

already hosting significant numbers of asylum seekers. all 

refugees move directly into long-term housing.

Where possible, participating ngos receive information 

on refugee profiles at least 1 month before arrival. all 

participating ngos receive a lump sum of € 2,800 per 

person and per year, funded by the eu asylum, migration 

& integration fund, and are responsible for providing social 

assistance, financial support and housing allowance during a 

maximum period of 3 months until refugees become eligible 

to access mainstream social welfare.

Humanitarian visas
Persons in need of international protection can present a 

need for asylum (although not a full asylum claim) at french 

consulates in their country of origin or a third country. The 

request is pre-assessed by consular authorities,50 and 

those deemed eligible are provided with a visa to travel to 

france and stay for a period of up to 6 months (renewable) 

to lodge an asylum claim. unlike those claiming asylum on 

french territory, humanitarian visa holders have permission 

to work in france and the possibility to live in a temporary 

49 a Préfet is the state  s representative in a department or region. 
50 Pre-assessment is based on the 1951 un Convention relating to 

the status of refugees and rules for subsidiary protection, focusing 
particularly on individual vulnerability and the risk of refoulement. 
individual connections with france and ability to integrate may also 
be considered.

accommodation centre (CPH) used to accommodate 

refugees.

france is unique amongst european countries in making 

use of humanitarian visas to provide protection for syrians. 

a total of 1,400 visas have been issued to syrians since 

2011, 985 of which were issued in 2014.

syrian student visa programme
in January 2014, the association Démocratie et entraide 

en syrie established a 1-year programme to provide legal 

entry, scholarships and subsistence support for 25 syrian 

students within or outside of france. With an initial 1-year 

implementation period, the programme was renewed 

until the end of the academic year in september 2015. 

Participating students receive a 1-year renewable study 

visa.

The association conducted outreach to potential 

candidates and received a total of 60 applications. other 

national partners facilitated specific aspects of the 

programme, as follows:

•	 the university of Créteil selected 25 students on the 

basis of the following criteria: have the baccalaureate, 

be under 28 years old, and be willing to continue their 

studies on a course proposed by the university. Tuition 

fees were waived. The university also provided a french 

language entry course;

•	 the Conseil général du val de marne provides each 

student with a monthly subsistence grant of € 400;

•	 the ngo france Terre d'asile provided students with 

post-arrival information about the asylum procedure, 

works with Campus france and Crous51 to make 

student housing available on arrival and organises 

regular coordination meetings with all partners.

a year after the programme began, 8 students of 25 

currently follow courses at universities other than Créteil 

and receive mainstream scholarships managed by the 

Crous. To date 12 students have applied for asylum in 

france, some of whom have been recognised as refugees 

or granted subsidiary protection.

51 The Centre régional des suvres universitaires et scolaires  (Crous), 
a regional organisation providing student bursaries, university halls 
of residence, reception for foreign students reception, student 
cultural activities, and campus restaurants.
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4.3. CenTraL anD easTern euroPe

4.3.1. Czech republic 

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 270

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 0.13%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.3%

recognition rate 84.44%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 4,022,617

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 0.1%

The Czech republic first implemented a pilot resettlement 

programme in 2008, which during 2011-13 received 109 

Burmese refugees identified and referred by unHCr. 

for 2014, the Czech government had initially pledged 

to resettle 100 syrian refugees, comprising 70 medical 

cases identified by unHCr and 30 refugees with family 

links to the Czech republic. in December 2014, the Czech 

government announced the suspension of the programme, 

citing security concerns, a decision protested by ngos and 

church organisations. in January 2015, the government 

reinstated the programme to resettle 70 medical cases.

The programme is based on experience gained through 

meDevaC, a medical evacuation programme providing 

protection and medical treatment for persons from 

various conflict regions since 1993. meDevaC is an 

ongoing programme run by the ministry of the interior in 

cooperation with unHCr. selection is based on medical 

diagnosis and the possibility of treatment in the Czech 

republic, reconfirmed by Czech medical professionals in 

the field. Priority is given to children requiring intensive 

and prolonged treatment, with a reasonable prospect of a 

considerable improvement in their health after treatment 

in the Czech republic. in 2012, the programme facilitated 

the evacuation and medical treatment of 14 syrian 

refugees (6 children and 8 adults) from Jordan.

Based on the meDevaC model, syrian refugees selected for 

2015 resettlement quota will be pre-selected by unHCr 

using Czech medical criteria and assessed by medical 

specialists to determine treatment possibilities. The Czech 

ministry of interior will then carry out a selection mission, 

and all 70 cases are expected to arrive during 2015.

Persons arriving under the programme are granted refugee 

status within approximately a week after arrival. The state 

integration Programme for beneficiaries of international 

protection will provide essential support as language 

training and housing with ngo support.

4.3.2. Hungary 
Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 7,580

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 3.6%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.07%

recognition rate 67.29%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 649,598

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 0.02%
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Whilst resettlement has no legal basis in Hungary, 

governmental decrees since 2012 have enabled very small-

scale resettlement activities. The Hungarian government 

pledged to resettle syrian refugees at the october 2013 

unHCr ministerial-level pledging conference, and 

subsequently set a 2014-15 quota of 20-2052 places for 

syrian refugees with family links to Hungary.53 as no syrian 

refugees with the required links were registered with 

unHCr, referral is now based on applications made by 

family members in Hungary, with final selection facilitated 

via missions to Jordan and Lebanon. 

a group of 9 persons (2 families and a single person) were 

selected for the 2013 quota, and arrived in Hungary in 

early 2014. a further group of syrians is scheduled to be 

selected. in Lebanon in December 2014, and are scheduled 

to arrive in march 2015. 

Those resettled to Hungary are recognised as refugees and 

can access mainstream integration support, which after 

a 2014 reform54 includes financial support and a 2-year 

support programme as well as support through european 

funding. for 2014, eu funding was used to provide 

additional services including interpretation and language 

tuition. 

4.3.3. Poland

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 495

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 0.23%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.0013%

recognition rate 100%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 10,225,270

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 0.38%

Despite civil society advocacy efforts, Poland has not 

to date established an annual resettlement quota 

programme. at the ministerial-level pledging conference 

in December 2014, however, the Polish government 

announced plans to implement a pilot resettlement 

scheme, via which 100 syrian refugees will be resettled 

during 2015-20. The government has stated its desire to 

develop further resettlement initiatives following the pilot 

programme.

following a post-arrival determination procedure 

expected to be completed within 30 days, those resettled 

to Poland will be recognised as refugees or granted 

52 official pledges with unHCr so far only include 30 places.
53 10 Persons in 2013, and 20 persons in 2014.
54 Whilst several eu member states had ceased returning asylum 

seekers to Hungary under the Dublin system due to reports of 
systematic detention, destitution and physical abuse amongst 
asylum seekers, the european Court of Justice ruled that the January 
2013 reform of the the Hungarian asylum system, means that these 
returns no longer contravene the european Convention on Human 
rights.

subsidiary protection. for the first 6 months after arrival, 

the national office for foreigners will assist refugees 

with accommodation, subsistence, medical assistance 

and language tuition. following this introductory period, 

refugees will be eligible to access the state-financed 

national mainstream integration programme for a period 

of 12 months. 

further details of the programme - including timeframes, 

selection locations and submission/selection criteria - will be 

established by the Working group on resettlement of 100 

syrians established by the office for foreigners in february 

2015. 
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4.4. ireLanD anD THe uniTeD KingDom

4.4.1. ireland 
The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 70

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 0.03%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.002%

recognition rate 88.89%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 34,346,492

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 1.3%

resettlement
although the irish government has operated a nominal annual 

resettlement quota programme providing 200 places, with a legal 

basis established in 1996, since 2008 the quota has not been filled. in 

2013 ireland announced a new annual quota of 80 places, 31 of which 

were reserved for afghani and Palestinian refugees from syria who 

arrived in ireland in July and october 2014. 

in response to unHCr’s calls, ireland allocated 310 places for 2014-

16 to syrian refugees. in 2014, 90 syrians selected from Jordan and 

Lebanon arrived in ireland. refugees resettled to ireland are granted 

‘programme refugee’ status, with the same rights and entitlements as 

persons granted refugee status through the asylum system. all spend 

10-12 weeks in a centralised reception facility before moving to longer 

term housing in municipalities.

additional admission channels for family members
alongside resettlement, in march 2014 the irish government 

announced the syrian Humanitarian admission Programme (sHaP), 

via which syrian nationals legally residing in ireland could apply for 

family members55 to join them with the quota remaining flexible 

depending on number of applications and developing circumstances. 

family members could submit applications for up to 4 persons, 

indicating 2 who they considered to be priorities, and sHaP was 

open for applications during march-april 2014. 308 applications were 

received.

final selection focused on vulnerability, prioritising elderly persons, 

children, unaccompanied mothers, women and girls at risk and 

disabled persons, and considering other vulnerabilities where 

applications provided evidence of serious risk.

Those arriving via sHaP are granted 2-year temporary residency. They 

are entitled to work in ireland, but are not eligible to access social 

welfare. applying family members are responsible for all costs related 

to their relatives’ travel, entry visas and stay, including subsistence 

should their relatives not find employment. in December 2014, the 

irish government announced the approval of sHaP applications for 

111 persons56

55 spouses, children, parents, siblings, grandparents and grandchildren (as 
well as in some cases relatives according to a broader definition of family, 
e.g. aunts, nephews, etc.) residing in syria or a neighbouring country.

56 arrivals cannot be traced unless new arrivals report to the Department of Justice. 
at march 2015, not all of the 111 persons approved had received their entry visa 
and were therefore still waiting to depart from the country they applied from.

“sHaP aimed to provide a legal channel for families to reunite 

with and protect their relatives at risk due to the conflict in 

syria. However, our experience has shown that administrative 

procedures and sponsor requirements have made it 

challenging - and often impossible - for families to make 

use of this option. When the sHaP was announced on the 

government website, we and other irish ngos reached out to 

syrian communities to create awareness of the programme 

and provide support to make applications. The application 

process was really challenging for people unfamiliar with 

migration law in ireland, and the financial implications were so 

extensive that it was impossible for many to file an application. 

some relatives in the region took considerable risks trying to 

arrange required documents, even returning to conflict zones 

to find things like birth certificates. should there be a similar 

programme in the future, it should be adapted to meet the 

specific needs of vulnerable persons affected by a conflict.”

fiona Hurley, irish immigrant support Centre (nasc)
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4.4.2. united Kingdom 

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 6,000

Percentage share of total syrian asylum application submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 2.8%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.01%

recognition rate 81.78%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 1,052,959,166 

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 39%

The uK is the second largest bilateral donor of humanitarian 

aid in response to the syrian refugee crisis, after the united 

states. although the 2013 uK annual resettlement quota 

programme received iraqi refugees from within syria, 

the uK government was initially reluctant to allocate 

resettlement places for syrian refugees, stating that 

humanitarian aid was a more effective way to address the 

crisis.

in response, a coalition of civil society organisations led 

by the British refugee Council engaged in sustained 

advocacy for the uK to create admission places for syrian 

refugees. following a parliamentary debate in January 

2014, the uK government announced the syria vulnerable 

Persons relocation scheme (vPrs), an ad-hoc programme 

for vulnerable persons from syria. The vPrs is independent 

of the uK’s annual resettlement quota programme, the 

gateway Protection Programme (gPP), which receives 750 

refugees each year. The vPrs is ‘needs-based’ - no specific 

quota has therefore been set, and the government has 

stated its intention to admit ‘several hundred’ people 

during 2015-18. 

The vPrs prioritises cases falling into 3 submission categories: 

victims of violence and torture, women and girls at risk, and 

those in need of urgent medical care. in theory places within 

the programme are allocated equally between these 3 

categories, although in practice cases selected to date have 

tended to fulfil more than one of these criteria. selection is 

based on unHCr referrals from Jordan, egypt, iraq, Lebanon 

and Turkey, using the expedited HaP form (see Chapter 3). 

iom provides pre-departure medical assessments, assistance 

with obtaining travel documentation, coordinating travel 

(including flight support) and pre-departure cultural 

orientation.

Persons admitted via the vPrs are granted 5-year residency 

and humanitarian protection status on arrival. although not 

recognised as refugees, reception conditions are the same 

as for those recognised as refugees in the uK, including 

eligibility to access social welfare, permission to work and 

access to family reunification. Permanent residency can 

be applied for after the initial 5-year period has expired, 

should the situation in syria not have stabilised. 

municipality participation in the programme is voluntary. in 

many cases, reception and integration of persons admitted 

under the vPrs is modelled on existing gPP structures and 

partnerships. as gPP refugees, vPrs arrivals are received 

directly into independent housing in municipalities, and 

receive 12 months specialised reception and integration 

support.

The first group of persons selected under the vPrs arrived 

in the uK in march 2014. The pace of arrivals has since then 

slowed significantly, with just 143 persons accepted under 

the scheme by march 2015. in a november 2014 open letter 

to the uK government, ngos criticised the rate of arrivals as 

‘woefully inadequate compared to the scale of the crisis’ and 

urged the government to admit larger numbers.57

57 ‘The independent ‘Charities’ open letter to David Cameron: We 
applaud British aid to syria, but aid is not enough’ (26 november 
2014).
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4.5. souTHern euroPe

4.5.1. Portugal

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 165

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 0.08%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.002%

recognition rate 75%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 286,527

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 0.01%

in 2009, Portugal established an annual resettlement quota 

programme providing 30 places. 23 places were reserved 

from within the 2014 quota for syrian refugees, selected 

on the basis of unHCr dossier submissions. 

at the time of writing final case selection had not yet 

been completed, and arrival of refugees submitted under 

the 2014 quota was therefore moved to 2015. Dossiers 

for 26 persons currently residing in egypt were under 

consideration. The group comprises 6 households, 3 of 

which together constitute a single extended family, and 

“When the situation escalated i moved to Jordan, where tuition fees were too expensive for me to afford. i found the global 

Platform for syrian students on the website of the syrian ngo Dubarah, and i applied in september 2013. By the time i 

received a reply in february 2014 i had gone back to Damascus to try to continue my studies there. But it’s too great a risk 

to attend classes - to travel to and from the university is very dangerous, and teaching is sometimes interrupted for weeks at 

a time. i had to arrange my travel to Beirut within a week of receiving my reply from the Platform, and there i met a group of 

other students admitted to the programme. We were flown to Portugal on a military plane.

i am a student in a regular Portuguese programme, so everything is taught in Portuguese. in the beginning it was difficult to 

concentrate on learning the language because there were so many other things to arrange, but we received a lot of support 

from university staff and from people involved in the Platform. so now, a year after i arrived, i am able to hold a conversation 

in Portuguese and also understand what the teachers are saying. i am now taking more language classes, so that i will be 

able to gain as much work experience as i can here in Portugal until such time as i can return to syria.

What the Platform, the Portuguese government and everybody else involved did for me and the others was crucial for the 

future of syria. if you don’t save education you won’t save the country - it’s the first pillar of everything. for me personally, it 

was my last chance. it saved my dream of becoming a civil engineer.”

syrian civil engineering student, who in february 2014 came to Portugal to  

continue his studies, which had ceased when he fled Damascus in march 2013
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are submitted under the ‘survivors of violence and/ or 

torture’ and ‘women at risk’ submission categories. 

Those resettled to Portugal are recognised as refugees, and 

follow a 6-month post-arrival reception and integration 

programme provided by municipality social services. 

in addition to planned resettlement, by november 2014 70 

syrian students from Lebanon had arrived into Portugal to 

continue their studies. Their arrival was facilitated by the 

global Platform for syrian students (see Chapter 3.5). 

4.5.2. spain

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 2,575

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 1.2%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.005%

recognition rate 96%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 23,270,007

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 0,86%

in 2009, the spanish government effected legislative 

changes that created the basis for 2 subsequent ad-hoc 

initiatives to receive refugees from shousha camp in 

Tunisia, in 2011-12 (80 persons) and 2013-14 (30 persons). 

in December 2014, the spanish government responded to 

unHCr’s appeals for resettlement and admission places by 

announcing a 2014-15 programme to receive 130 syrian 

refugees. The programme focuses on vulnerable syrian 

families, in particular female-headed households, currently 

living in Jordan.

all cases were referred by unHCr, with final selection 

made during a november 2014 selection mission to 

Jordan in november 2014. The majority of those selected 

have serious medical and/or psychological care needs. 30 

persons arrived in spain in December 2014, and 90 persons 

are expected to arrive during the first half of 2015. 

Those resettled to spain are recognised as refugees, and 

are accommodated in centralised reception facilities 

for a period of up to 12 months after arrival. Centres are 

managed by the spanish government or by ngos, and 

individual integration programmes are established for all 

refugees during their stay. Programmes include specific 

actions and assistance to prepare for a move to longer 

term accommodation in municipalities.

4.5.3. italy

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 2,020

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 0.95%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.003%

recognition rate 60.56%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 74,536,506
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Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 2.8%

situated at the southern border of europe, italy has in 

recent years received large numbers of asylum seekers 

arriving by boat via the mediterranean sea, with syrians 

and Palestinians ex-syria constituting the majority of boat 

arrivals during 2013-14. in october 2013, prompted by the 

deaths of 366 migrants when their boat capsized off the 

coast of the island of Lampedusa, the italian government 

invested significant resources in the nationally-led ‘mare 

nostrum’ sea search and rescue operation. mare nostrum 

was closed in late 2014, following the establishment of the 

smaller and much more limited in mandate Joint operation 

Triton coordinated by fronTeX.58

58 european agency for the management of operational Cooperation 
at the external Borders of the member states of the european union 
(fronTeX).

although italy has no annual resettlement quota 

programme, in 2009 it received 173 Palestinians from syria 

within an ad-hoc resettlement initiative. refugees arriving 

via this programme were required to apply for asylum on 

arrival in italy, and were then granted renewable 5-year 

residency; with eligibility to apply for citizenship after 10 

years residency in italy.

in march 2015, the italian government pledged 450 places 

for refugees from syria, 400 of which are offered in the 

framework of an ad-hoc resettlement programme and 50 

places through private sponsorship programme. at the 

time of writing, no further details on the timeframe for 

arrivals or any other aspects of the programmes had been 

announced

syrian refugees from Beirut upon arrival in france, Courtesy of the french 
office for the Protection of refugees and stateless Persons (ofPra)
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4.6. norTHern euroPe

4.6.1. Denmark
The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 9,825

Percentage share of total syrian asylum application submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 4.6%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.18%

recognition rate 90.54%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 104,845,777

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 3.9%

in the face of increased numbers of asylum seekers in 

Denmark, including syrians, there were growing calls for the 

government to impose restrictive measures. in september 

2014, the Danish government announced plans to limit 

protection for syrian asylum seekers to a 1-year temporary 

residency (renewable for another two years) instead of 

refugee status and delaying access to family reunification 

until 2 months before initial residency is approved for 

extension. unHCr has criticised these measures, asking 

Denmark to recognise syrian asylum seekers as refugees 

and ensure timely family reunification.59

Despite these developments, Denmark allocated 

140 places from within its 3-year multiannual quota 

programme for 2014 to refugees fleeing syria.60 in march 

2015, the government extended the number of pledges to 

an overall 390 places. of the 140 places offered in 2014, 

a limited number were made available for syrians with 

particular protection needs under the emergency and 

urgent submission category (3 persons) 61and the ‘Twenty 

or more’ programme (6 persons).62 

59 Denmark to limit family reunification for refugees, THe LoCaL dk,7 
october 2014 & un criticises Denmark’s refugee restriction, THe 
LoCaL dk, 10 october 2014.

60 since July 2005, the Danish government has operated a 3-year 
multiannual quota resettlement programme (1,500 places), with the 
majority of cases submitted based on the geographical priorities and 
selected via in-country selection missions.

61 Within the Danish quota programme, 75 places per year (225 
during each 3-year quota period) are reserved for those with ‘urgent 
and emergency protection need (refugees at immediate risk of 
refoulement and/ or physical harm in the country of asylum).

62 30 places a year from within the resettlement quota are reserved 
for the unHCr ‘Twenty or more’ programme (Tom) for persons 
with special medical needs, selected via unHCr dossiers or during 
selection missions.

in september 2014, a mission to Lebanon selected 126 

refugees ex-syria63 (24 families and 12 single persons), 

including the 6 ‘Twenty or more’ programme (Tom) 

persons with special medical needs, and those submitted 

as victims of torture and sgBv, and disabled persons. one 

family with urgent medical needs arrived shortly after the 

mission, with the remainder of the group due to arrive in 

early 2015. 

During september-october 2014, 2 syrian cases (3 

persons) in iraq and Turkey were submitted via unHCr 

dossier under the emergency and urgent category, with 

selection decisions taken within 19-30 days of submission. 

By December 2014, 1 of the 2 cases had arrived in Denmark. 

refugees resettled to Denmark receive a 5 day pre-

departure cultural orientation programme. upon arrival 

in Denmark, resettled refugees are granted a 6-month 

temporary residence permit which is automatically 

extended for further 6-month periods for up to 5 years 

from the date of entry, after which permanent residency 

can be acquired based on a set of conditions.64 reception 

of resettled refugees and provision of housing and a three 

year integration programme65 is mandatory for Danish 

municipalities.

63 Both syrian nationals and stateless persons.
64 after five years, refugees must apply for further extension of 

temporary residence or permanent residence in case they fulfill a 
set of criteria, including independence from several types of public 
benefits for a period of 3 years, language skills, a signed declaration 
of integration and active citizenship, and full-time employment or 
training for at least 3 years.

65 refugees are obliged to sign an integration contract based 
on personal assessment, which includes language classes, an 
introduction to Danish society and employment advice.
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4.6.2. finland 

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 575

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 0.27%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.01%

recognition rate 86.79%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 41,120,592

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 1.5%

finland has received resettled refugees since 1979, and now 

operates an annual quota programme providing 750 places 

per year, including 100 places for emergency resettlement 

cases selected on a dossier basis. in response to unHCr’s 

calls, in september 2013 the finnish government allocated 

500 places for refugees from syria in 2014: 200 from the 

annual quota and 300 additional places. 350 places from 

within the 2015 quota have since also been allocated to 

syrians. 

in 2014, 2 selection missions focused on urban refugee 

populations in Jordan and Lebanon, selecting 495 

refugees. The majority of the group were families, and 

approximately 50% were children. many were submitted 

under the ‘survivors of torture and/or violence’ submission 

category.

a 3-day cultural orientation programme was provided 

by the Lutheran group finn Church aid, financed by the 

finnish government, and smaller group arrivals took place 

during June-December 2014. stateless Palestinians and 

somali nationals residing in syria were selected under the 

finnish emergency quota for 2014, although no syrian 

refugees were submitted via this route. 

refugees resettled to finland are granted refugee status 

with permanent residency. finnish municipalities are 

responsible for reception and integration of resettled 

refugees, engage in the programme on a voluntary basis 

via annual agreements with the national government. 

agreements and are coordinated by the regional offices of 

the ministry of the employment & economy (eLy centres).

since 2009, the number of resettlement 
places provided by finnish municipalities 
has decreased, creating challenges for the 
national programme’s implementation. 

To encourage the provision of local places, in 2014 

the finnish red Cross, the ministry of employment 

& the economy and The Centres for economic 

Development, Transport and the environment (eLy 

Centres) launched an awareness-raising campaign. 

The campaign visited 21 municipalities across 

finland, displaying an original refugee tent and 

providing information on the living conditions of 

refugees in need of resettlement across the world. 

additionally, the government-led viPro project, 

launched in late 2012 to support municipality 

involvement in resettlement, has expanded its 

activities to include training for practitioners 

supporting the integration of syrian refugees. The 

training focuses particularly on trauma arising from 

experiences of conflict. 

at December 2014, 24 municipalities had offered 

places for syrian resettled refugees, 20 of which 

will be engaging in resettlement for the first time.
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4.6.3. norway

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 3,430

Percentage share of total syrian asylum application submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 1.6%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.07%

recognition rate 86.93%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 177,223,719 

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 6.6%

in July 2013, norway became one of the first european 

countries to make a large-scale commitment to receive 

refugees ex-syria by announcing an allocation of 1,000 

resettlement places for 2014, 500 of which were additional 

to the annual resettlement quota of approximately 1,200 

places a year.66 Domestic political support for the response 

has been mixed: in June 2015 centre and left-wing parties 

proposed that norway receive a total of 10,000 refugees 

ex-syria, within 2 years. a compromise was found after long 

discussions between the right-wing minority government, 

which had opposed allowing in any more refugees. The 

country now plans to welcome 2,000 syrians this year, that 

is 500 more than previously planned, followed by 3,000 

each year in 2016 and 2017. 

at august 2014, 1,006 refugees ex-syria had been selected 

for resettlement to norway during selection missions to 

Jordan (327 persons), Lebanon (298 persons) and Turkey 

(380 persons). 54% of those selected were children. Whilst 

norway traditionally reserves 60% of its resettlement 

quota for women and girls at risk, this requirement was 

suspended for the syrian caseload as very few cases falling 

into this category were submitted by unHCr. The selected 

caseload included significant numbers of victims of torture 

and violence, with approximately 60% of those selected in 

Lebanon falling into this category. 

The norwegian resettlement programme has traditionally 

been characterised by short timescales for decision-

making and processing, both of which have continued 

in the case of refugees ex-syria. Decisions for cases from 

66 The norwegian resettlement programme operates a multiannual 
3-year quota of approximately 1,200 places per year. The current 
multiannual quota period is 2016-19.

Jordan and Lebanon were made within 3 weeks of selection 

missions taking place, and the average processing time 

from selection to arrival in norway for those selected via 

in-country missions was 4.5 months. While no syrian cases 

were submitted under the emergency resettlement quota, 

more vulnerable cases were given priority within decision-

making, with timescales from submission to arrival in 

norway averaging 3 months. 

iom ensures pre-departure assistance, health assessments 

and travel arrangements.  all refugees, including syrians, 

receive 4-days of pre-departure cultural orientation 

training provided by iom, delivered by cross-cultural 

trainers. The programme, called norCo, also includes 

information seminars with municipalities to ensure proper 

transfer and feed-back of pre-departure and post arrival 

information.

municipalities receiving resettled refugees receive an 

integration subsidy per refugee for a 5-year period, 

and additional funding for refugees falling into specific 

vulnerability categories. following initial arrivals in 

august67, the norwegian government voiced concerns 

about future arrivals, citing difficulties experienced by 

municipalities in providing services for traumatised, ‘high 

needs’ refugees. This hesitation was met with criticism from 

some political parties, and led to municipalities publicly 

expressing their willingness and capacity to receive such 

cases. 

 

67 at the time, 152 persons from Jordan and 214 persons from 
Lebanon had arrived in norway. all syrians selected in Jordan and 
Lebanon have arrived in norway in 2015.
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receiving survivors of violence and trauma in the norwegian municipality of Bergen

“Here in Bergen, the City Council determines how many refugees will be received in the city during the coming year. The 

second largest city in norway, Bergen is specialised in receiving cases with particular medical or health needs, given the 

expertise available to us at the city’s hospital and trauma centre. 

When the government voiced its hesitance to receive persons with special needs from syria, Bergen was one of the 

municipalities that publicly supported their being received. in 2014, 50 persons from syria, with 4 families and also many 

single persons arrived into Bergen from Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey. They were placed in individual housing on arrival, and 

are now participating in the integration programme offered by the municipality and our civil society partners. 

 

most of the persons who arrived here this year have some sort of medical condition and have experienced trauma experiences 

and torture and many require special care. in many cases the new arrivals have got to know their social workers and feel 

comfortable in opening up to them about their experiences. social workers receive some basic training on how to deal with 

trauma before working with refugees who arrive in the city. Two psychologists specialized in working with trauma coach and 

assist social workers in dealing with trauma. They also provide direct support to refugees if needed.”

elin gjaere & Bassam minzalji – Bergen municipality

Those resettled to norway are recognised as refugees and 

are eligible to access mainstream services. municipalities 

are obliged to prepare individualised 2-year introductory 

programmes for all adult refugees, incorporating areas 

such as language tuition and support for education and 

employment refugees receive an introduction subsidy 

during the 2-year period, conditional on their following 

the programme.

4.6.4. sweden

The broader context (2011-14)

Total asylum applications by syrian nationals 55,835

Percentage share of total syrian asylum applications submitted in european countries (eu and eea) 26.2%

syrian asylum applications per capita 0.58%

recognition rate 93.33%

Humanitarian aid for syria and neighbouring countries € 120,594,829

Percentage share of humanitarian aid contributed by european countries 4.49%
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swedish resettlement for syrian refugees 2013-2016

year annual quota number of 
places reserved 
for refugees 
from syria

Dossier 
submissions

of which 
emergency 
cases

selection mission 
location (number 
of persons 
selected)

arrivals to date 
(number and 
nationality)

2012 1,900 112 not available not available not available 112 (syrian)

2013 1,900 450 250 3 200 Jordan 376 (362 syrian 
/14 stateless)

2014 1,900 750 650 21 Jordan (100) 480 (440 syrian 
/40 stateless 
Palestinians)

2015 1,900 750 550 0 Lebanon (200) 62 (50 syrian 
/12 stateless)

2016 1,900 750 - - - -

Total 9,500 2,812 1,450 24 500 1,030

after germany, sweden hosts the second largest syrian 

refugee population in europe. since september 2013, in 

recognition of the absence of any foreseeable solution to 

the conflict in syria, swedish authorities have granted all 

asylum seekers from syria permanent residency, including 

the right to work and to apply for family reunification. 

from 2013 to the early part of 2015, the swedish migration 

agency (sma) chaired the syria Core group, playing a 

lead role in engaging states round the world in offering 

resettlement and admission places for syrians.

in 2012, sweden allocated 112 places from within its 

annual resettlement quota of 1,900 to syrian refugees. 

almost 3,000 syrians and refugees ex syria were resettled 

between 2012 and 2016 upon referral by unHCr, making 

an average of just under 30 % of the annual resettlement 

quotas within that time period. 

approximately 75% of syrian cases selected for 

resettlement to sweden have been selected via unHCr 

dossier submission, with the remainder via in-country 

selection missions. syrians have been selected from 

all countries in the region, and 64 of the 2,812 places 

provided were allocated to Palestinians and stateless 

persons ex-syria. at march 2015, 1,030 persons had arrived 

into sweden. average time periods between selection and 

departure are generally 7 days for emergency cases,68 and 

within 6 months for other cases.

over the last 2 years, however, arrivals have slowed due 

to housing shortages in municipalities, in part due to 

the increased number of asylum seekers also requiring 

accommodation. To address these challenges, the sma in 

cooperation with 5 of the 21 County administrative Boards 

(CaBs - regional agencies of the national government) 

established the smaK project. smaK aims to improve 

settlement capacity and quality, in particular for vulnerable 

persons, through analysis and mapping of existing 

capacities and by developing and testing new models for 

settlement. 

in addition to resettlement, in 2014 700 syrians granted 

employment visas arrived into sweden, the majority to 

work in the catering industry. smaller numbers have 

been granted humanitarian visas to travel to sweden 

for emergency medical treatment. a small university 

scholarship programme for syrian students, coordinated 

by the public agency the swedish institute, enabled 30 

syrians to arrive into sweden to study during 2014-15. The 

programme ran an online application process targeting 

highly qualified syrian students, and scholarships cover 

tuition and living expenses during a 12-month programme.

68 The swedish annual resettlement quota programme reserves an 
annual sub-quota of 350 places for emergency cases.
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The following governmental ministries, organisations and international institutions graciously 
responded to our inquiries and participated in interviews. information provided by the 
following sources was used to create the base of statistics used in this report and to write the  
sub-sections focusing on countries.

al unHCr
unHCr resettlement service

mena Protection service based in amman, Jordan

unHCr europe Bureau

iom
international organsiation on migration (iom) Jordan

iCmC
operations service

iCmC unHCr deployment scheme

euroPe CHaPTers

ausTria
international organisation for migration 

austrian red Cross steyr 

austrian ministry for the interior (Department for asylum and foreigners) 

austrian ministry for europe, integration and foreign affairs (Department for integration) 

Caritas vienna 

Diakonie Zinnergasse 

unHCr austria 

germany
Caritas friedland 

refugee Council north rhine Westphalia e.v. 

ministry for the interior 

federal office for migration and refugees (Bamf) 

Bundesverband der arbeiterwohlfahrt (aWo) 

unHCr germany

sWiTZerLanD & LieCHTensTein
swiss federal Department for Justice and the Police (state secretariat for migration) 

schweizerische flüchtlingshilfe (sfH) 

unHCr switzerland 
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BeLgium
office of the Commissioner general for refugees and stateless persons (oCgrs) 

fedasil 

Caritas international 

LuXemBourg 
Luxembourg reception and integration agency (oLai)

neTHerLanDs
immigration and naturalisation service (inD)

Central agency for the reception of asylum seekers (Coa))

franCe
ministry of interior (asylum service) 

french office for the Protection of refugees and stateless Persons (ofPra) 

forum réfugiés-Cosi 

france Terre d’asile 

Coallia and adoma 

CZeCH rePuBLiC
ministry of the interior – Department for asylum and migration Policy 

Hungary 
unHCr Budapest 

PoLanD
unHCr Budapest 

ireLanD
nasc

Jesuit refugee Council ireland 

uK
uK Home office – visas and immigration 

DenmarK
Danish immigration service 

finLanD
finnish red Cross 

norWay
norwegian Directorate of integration and Diversity 

norwegian Directorate of immigration 

Bergen municipality 

sWeDen
swedish migration agency (sma) 

Caritas sweden 

PorTugaL
Portuguese refugee Council 

global Platform for syrian students 

sPain
ministry of Labour and social security 
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